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DISCRETE SOLITARY WAVES IN SYSTEMS WITH NONLOCAL INTERACTIONS
AND THE PEIERLS-NABARRO BARRIER
M. JENKINSON AND M.I. WEINSTEIN
Abstract. We study a class of discrete focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations (DNLS) with general nonlocal interactions.
We prove the existence of onsite and offsite discrete solitary waves, which bifurcate from the trivial solution at the endpoint
frequency of the continuous spectrum of linear dispersive waves. We also prove exponential smallness, in the frequency-distance
to the bifurcation point, of the Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier (PNB), as measured by the difference in Hamiltonian or mass
functionals evaluated on the onsite and offsite states. These results extend those of the authors for the case of nearest neighbor
interactions to a large class of nonlocal short-range and long-range interactions. The appearance of distinct onsite and offsite
states is a consequence of the breaking of continuous spatial translation invariance. The PNB plays a role in the dynamics of
energy transport in such nonlinear Hamiltonian lattice systems.
Our class of nonlocal interactions is defined in terms of coupling coefficients, Jm, where m P Z is the lattice site index,
with Jm » m´1´2s, s P r1,8q and Jm „ e´γ|m|, s “ 8, γ ą 0, (Kac-Baker). For s ě 1, the bifurcation is seeded by
solutions of the (effective / homogenized) cubic focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLS). However, for 1{4 ă s ă 1,
the bifurcation is controlled by the fractional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, FNLS, with p´∆qs replacing ´∆. The proof is
based on a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy applied to a momentum space formulation. The PN barrier bounds require
appropriate uniform decay estimates for the discrete Fourier transform of DNLS discrete solitary waves. A key role is also
played by non-degeneracy of the ground state of FNLS, recently proved by Frank, Lenzmann & Silvestre.
Key words. Discrete nonlocal nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, onsite and offsite solitary waves, bifurcation from continuous
spectrum, Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier, intrinsic localized modes
1. Introduction. In this paper we study the discrete, focusing and cubically nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equations with nonlocal interactions. We consider the both short-range and long-range interactions. We
prove the existence of onsite and offsite discrete solitary waves, which bifurcate from the trivial solution at
the endpoint frequency of the continuous spectrum of linear dispersive plane waves. This is the limit of long
waves of small amplitude. The profile of such states is, at leading order, expressible in terms of the ground
state of the continuum, in general fractional, nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. Further, we prove exponential
smallness, in the frequency-distance to the bifurcation point, of the Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier (PNB),
as measured by the difference in Hamiltonian or mass functionals evaluated on the onsite and offsite states.
The appearance of both onsite and offsite states is a discreteness effect, in particular a consequence of the
breaking of continuous translation invariance, and is therefore not captured by continuum approximations
(homogenization, effective media). The PNB has played a role in a physical understanding of the dynamics of
energy transport in nonlinear Hamiltonian lattice systems since the pioneering work of Peyrard and Kruskal
[40]. In particular, the PNB is interpreted as the energy a localized discrete wave must expend (shed to
dispersive radiation) in order to transit from one lattice site to the next.
Such radiation damping is the mechanism through which a traveling discrete localized structure slows
and eventually gets trapped and pinned to a lattice site; see the discussion in the introduction to [23] and, for
example, see [25, 38, 27]. On the general subject of the role of radiation damping in extended Hamiltonian
systems and applications see, for example, [54, 44, 46, 45].
1.1. DNLS and FNLS. We consider the discrete and nonlocal nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (DNLS)
iBtunptq “ ´pLuqnptq ´ |unptq|2unptq , n P Z, t ě 0 (1.1)
Here, L is a linear and nonlocal interaction operator:
pLuqn “
ÿ
mPZ
J|m´n| pum ´ unq. (1.2)
The range of the nonlocal interaction is characterized by the rate of decay of the coupling sequence, tJmu.
Nonlocal interactions arising in applications typically have coupling sequences, Jm “ Jsm with polynomial
decay Jsm » m´1´2s, 0 ă s ă 8, or exponential (Kac-Baker) decay: J8m » e´γm, γ ą 0. We refer to the
case s ą 1 as the short-range interaction case, and the case 0 ă s ă 1 as long-range interaction case. The
case s “ 1 is the critical or marginal range interaction. The case J0 “ 0, J˘1 “ 1 and Jm “ 0, |m| ě 1, the
operator L corresponds to the nearest-neighbor discrete Laplacian.
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DNLS is a Hamiltonian system, expressible in the form
iBtu “ δHru, us
δu
, where (1.3)
Hru, us “ 1
2
ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
J|m´n||um ´ un|2 ´ 12 |un|
4 . (1.4)
We note the following basic result concerning L acting on l2pZq.
Proposition 1.1. Assume J “ tJmumPZ is non-negative (Jm ě 0), symmetric (Jm “ J|m|), and
J P l1pZq. Then,
1. L is a bounded linear operator on l2pZq.
2. L is self-adjoint.
3. ´L is non-negative.
4. The spectrum of ´L is continuous and equal to r0,M‹s, where M‹ “ 4 max
qPr´pi,pis
ř8
m“1 Jm sin
2
`
qm
2
˘
.
Proof: Young’s inequality implies boundedness. The other details of the proof are presented in Appendix C.
The initial value problem is globally well-posed, in the sense that for each f “ tfnunPZ P l2pZq there
exists a unique global solution uptq “ tunptqunPZ P C1pr0,8q, l2pZqq [28]. Time translation invariance implies
that Hru, us is time-invariant on solutions and the invariance u ÞÑ eiθu implies the time-invariance of
N ru, us “
ÿ
nPZ
|un|2. (1.5)
In [28] it was proved by Kirkpatrick, Lenzmann and Staffilani that on any fixed time interval, r0, T s,
the family of solutions which is parametrized by a discretization parameter tending to zero, converges in
some norm to the solution of the initial value problem for the, in general, fractional nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation (FNLS) with focusing cubic nonlinearity:
iBtupx, tq “ p´∆xqp upx, tq ´ |upx, tq|2upx, tq, x P R, t P R . (1.6)
where p “ ppsq “ min p1, sq depends on the interaction range parameter, s. (In terms of the Fourier
transform, F and its inverse F´1, we define p´∆qpvpxq “ F´1 r|q|pFvpqqs pxq.) Thus, if the interaction is
sufficiently short-range (s ě 1), the limiting equation is the standard cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation,
while if interactions are longer range (0 ă s ă 1) the limiting equation is the fractional nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation (FNLS) with fractional Laplacian, p´∆qs.
Remark 1.1 (Discrete nonlinear systems as physical models). Discrete nonlinear dispersive systems
arise in nonlinear optics, e.g. [2, 1, 10, 11, 35, 55, 53], the dynamics of biological molecules, e.g. [7,
9], and condensed matter physics. For example, they arise in the study of intrinsic localized modes in
anharmonic crystal lattices, e.g. [3, 49]. See also [43, 20]. In these fields, discrete systems arise either
as phenomenological models or as tight-binding approximations; see also [33, 39]. There is also a natural
interest in such systems as discrete numerical approximations of continuum equations.
Nonlocal discrete models such as nonlocal DNLS addressed in this paper are of particular interest in
several of the fields above where atomic interactions occur at length scales considerably larger than those
accounted for by models with nearest-neighbor coupling [18, 34, 6, 26, 24, 16].
A case of particular interest with respect to the coupling potential (1.17) is s “ 1, which corresponds
to dipole-dipole interactions in biopolymers [18]; this is the threshold value of s which marks the transition
between the standard and fractional continuum Laplacian limits; see Theorem 3.1. The case of Coulomb
interactions corresponding to s “ 0 is also of interest in this context, though we do not address it here. The
exponential (Kac-Baker) coupling sequence is of considerable interest in both models of statistical physics and
again in the dynamics of lattice models of biopolymers [16, 24, 18].
Continuum models with nonlocal effects such as FNLS also arise in several contexts including path-
integral formulations of quantum mechanics [31], deep water internal and small-amplitude surface wave fluid
dynamics [4, 37, 52], semi-relativistic quantum mechanics (astrophysics) [32, 15], and as the continuum
limits of the aforementioned long-range discrete models [28, 50, 51, 17].
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Cubic FNLS has, for 1{4 ă p ď 1 and for any frequency ω ă 0, a standing wave solution:
uωpx, tq “ e´iωtψ|ω|pxq, (1.7)
where ψ|ω|pxq is the unique positive nonlinear ground state solution to the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
p´∆xqpψ|ω|pxq ´ ψ|ω|pxq3 “ ω ψ|ω|pxq, u P HppRq (1.8)
This solution is radially symmetric and decreasing to zero at spatial infinity [13, 14]; see also Proposition
2.3. Thus, ψ|ω|pxq “
a|ω| ψ
1
` |ω|1{2p x˘ “ a|ω| ψ ` |ω|1{2p x˘, where we adopt the abbreviated notation:
ψpxq ” ψ1pxq.
Remark 1.2. Although the dynamics (1.1) are defined for any choice of tJmumPN in l1pNq, we shall
restrict our attention to the case tJsmumPN in (1.17) for s ą 1{4. The constraint on the range of the nonlocal
interaction is the range for which the limiting fractional NLS equation has nonlinear bound state solutions.
See Proposition 2.2, Theorem 3.1, and Remark 3.1.
A key recent advance in the analysis of fractional / nonlocal equations, which plays as central role in the
current work, are the results of Frank, Lenzmann and Silvestrie [14] on the uniqueness and non-degeneracy
of the ground state solitary waves of FNLS. Our bifurcation results are perturbative about the FNLS limit
and are based on an application of an implicit function theorem to a nonlinear mapping acting on a space of
functions defined on momentum space. That the differential of this mapping, evaluated at the FNLS ground
state, is an isomorphism between appropriate spaces is a consequence of this non-degeneracy.
Remark 1.3. The continuum nonlinear Schroedinger equation (NLS), with local dispersion corre-
sponding to p “ 1 is Galilean invariant. Hence, any solitary standing wave of NLS can be boosted to
give a solitary traveling wave; see [23]. In [29, 21], non-deforming traveling solitary waves of FNLS
iBtupx, tq “ p´∆qpupx, tq ´ |upx, tq|2upx, tq, 1{2 ď p ă 1 were been shown to exist. This is in direct
contrast with the discrete setting, where the PNB phenomenon occurs due to the breaking of continuous
translational symmetries. In [29], traveling waves of the form upx, tq “ eitUvpx ´ vtq, |v| ă 1 are shown
to occur for p “ 1. In [21], waves of the form upx, tq “ e´itp|v|2p´ω2pq Uω,v
`
x´ 2tp|v|2p´2v˘ , ω ą 0, v P R
for 1{2 ă p ă 1, are constructed.
1.2. Discrete nonlocal solitary standing waves near the continuum limit. In analogy with
the case of nearest-neighbor DNLS [23], we seek discrete solitary standing waves of DNLS with nonlocal
interactions:
unptq “ e´iωt Gn, n P Z where ω ă 0 . (1.9)
Thus, G “ tGnunPZ satisfies the nonlinear algebraic eigenvalue problem:
´pLsGqn ´ |Gn|2Gn “ ω Gn, n P Z; G P l2pZq, (1.10)
where Ls is defined by (1.2) and Jsm » m´1´2s, for 0 ă s ă 8 and J8m » e´γm, γ ą 0 for s “ 8. The
precise expressions for Jsm is displayed below in (1.17).
The goal of this work is to obtain a precise understanding of the onsite symmetric and offsite symmetric
discrete solitary standing waves of DNLS with short- and long-range nonlocal interactions.
Definition 1.2 (Onsite symmetric and offsite symmetric states in one spatial dimension).
Let G “ tGnunPZ.
1. A solution to equation (1.10) is referred to as onsite symmetric if for all n P Z, it satisfies Gn “ G´n.
In this case, G is symmetric about n “ 0.
2. A solution to equation (1.10) is referred to as offsite symmetric or bond-centered symmetric if for
all n P Z, it satisfies Gn “ G´n`1. In this case, G is symmetric about the point halfway between
n “ 0 and n “ 1.
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Figure 1.1. Left: on-site symmetric states of nonlocal discrete NLS for α “ 0.5, with short-range coupling (s “ 1.5, solid
line) and long-range coupling (s “ 0.5, dashed line). Right: off-site symmetric states of nonlocal discrete NLS for α “ 0.5,
with short-range coupling (s “ 1.5, solid line) and long-range coupling (s “ 0.5, dashed line).
We seek spatially localized onsite and offsite solutions of (1.10) in the long wave limit as ω Ñ 0.
Examples of such states are displayed in figure 1.1. Here, there is large scale separation between the width of
the discrete standing wave and the unit lattice spacing. Solutions are expected to approach a (homogenized
or averaged) continuum FNLS equation with fractional power 1{4 ă p ď 1 to be determined.
We study the limit ω Ñ 0 through the introduction of a single small parameter, α ą 0. Introduce the
continuous function where κspαq “ ´ω ą 0, where κspαq Ñ 0 as α Ó 0 is appropriately chosen. Then,
G “ tGnunPZ satisfies the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
´κspαq Gn “ ´pLsGqn ´ |Gn|2Gn, G P l2pZq . (1.11)
The precise form of κspαq is displayed below in (1.21) and depends on whether the coupling interaction
operator Ls is long-range (1{4 ă s ă 1), short-range (1 ă s ď 8), or critical (s “ 1). Thus, the study
of nonlocal DNLS in the limit ω Ñ 0´ is equivalent to the study of α Ñ 0`. Onsite and offsite nonlinear
bound states of (1.11) arise as bifurcations of non-trivial localized states from the zero state at frequency
κsp0q “ 0, the bottom of the continuous spectrum of ´Ls (Proposition 1.1).
Remark 1.4. In [28], Kirkpatrick et. al. address the so-called continuum limit, hÑ 0 of the following
nonlocal DNLS equation:
iBtvnptq “ ´ 1
κsphq pLvqnptq ´ |vnptq|
2vnptq , n P Z, t ě 0, h ą 0. (1.12)
Here, h ą 0 is the lattice spacing. This is a limit of interest in numerical computations. Solutions vmptq “
vhmptq “ vhpmh, tq are expected to approach, as hÑ 0, those of continuum FNLS, uh“0px, tq, with fractional
power 1{4 ă p ď 1 to be determined. Equation (1.12) may be mapped to (1.1) via the substitution vnptq “
κsphq´1{2 un
`
κsphq´1 t
˘
.
Time-periodic bound states vnptq “ e´iωt gn, ω ă 0 of (1.12) satisfy
ω gn “ ´ 1
κsphq pLgqn ´ |gn|
2gn, tgnunPZ P l2pZq. (1.13)
Substituting gn “ κsphq´1{2Gn and taking κspαq “ ω κsphq, we obtain (1.11).
1.3. Main results. Our main results concern the existence and energetic properties of localized solu-
tions of (1.11) for α, and therefore κspαq, small:
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1. Theorem 3.1; Bifurcation of onsite and offsite states of nonlocal DNLS: Let the sequence
of coupling coefficients, tJmumPZ, of nonlocal DNLS be (1) the polynomially decaying sequence
(1.17) with coupling decay rate 1{4 ă s ă 8, or (2) the exponentially decaying sequence (1.17) for
which we set s “ 8. Then there exist families of onsite (vertex-centered) symmetric and offsite
(bond-centered) symmetric solitary standing waves of (1.11) (in the sense of Definition 1.2), which
bifurcate for α ě 0 from the continuum limit ground state solitary wave of fractional NLS (1.8) with
fractional power p “ minp1, sq.
2. Theorem 3.2; Exponential smallness of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier: Let η “ minp1, 2sq.
Then, there exist positive constants α0 and C ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0, we have:ˇˇˇ
N rGα,ons ´N “Gα,off‰ ˇˇˇ À κspαq
α
e´C{α
η
,ˇˇˇ
H rGα,ons ´H “Gα,off‰ ˇˇˇ À κspαq
α
e´C{α
η
. (1.14)
Remark 1.5. Theorem 3.2 is subtle - to any polynomial order in the small parameter, α, Gα,on and
Gα,off are discrete translates of one another by a half integer, but differ at exponentially small order
in α.
Figure 1.2. Left: bifurcation of onsite symmetric solutions of nonlocal discrete NLS for s “ 5, 1, 0.5, 0.375 (respectively
from bottom to top along the vertical axis). Right: bifurcation of offsite symmetric solutions of nonlocal discrete NLS for
s “ 5, 1, 0.5, 0.375 (respectively from bottom to top along the vertical axis).
1.4. Strategy of proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. The limit κspαq Ó 0 for αÑ 0 in (3.3)
is related to the continuum FNLS limit. In order to compare the spatially discrete and spatially continuous
problems, it is natural to work with the discrete and continuous Fourier transforms respectively; both are
functions of a continuous (momentum) variable.
Let pgpqq “ F
D
rgspqq denote the discrete Fourier transform on Z of the sequence g “ tgnunPZ and letrfpqq “ F
C
rf spqq denote the continuous Fourier transform on R of f : RÑ C; see Section 1.8.1 for definitions
and Appendix B for a discussion of key properties. The following proposition characterizes onsite symmetric
and offsite symmetric states on the integer lattice, Z, in terms of the discrete Fourier transform. The proof
follows from a direct calculation using the definition of the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse [23].
Proposition 1.3.
(a) Let G “ tGnunPZ P l2pZq be real and onsite symmetric in the sense of Definition 1.2. Then, pGpqq,
the discrete Fourier transform of G, is real-valued and symmetric. Conversely, if pGpqq is real and
symmetric, then F´1
D
r pGs, its inverse discrete Fourier transform, is real and onsite symmetric.
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(b) If G “ tGnunPZ P l2pZq is real and offsite symmetric in the sense of Definition 1.2, thenpGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, (1.15)
where pKpqq is real and symmetric. Conversely, if pGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and
symmetric, then F´1
D
r pG s is real and offsite symmetric.
Motivated by Proposition 1.3, we first rewrite the equation for a DNLS standing wave profile (onsite or
offsite) G “ Gσ,α,s P l2pZq, (1.11), in discrete Fourier space for pGpqq “ e´iσq pKpqq, where K “ pKσ,α satisfies
Kpq ` 2piq “ pKpqq. Here, σ “ 0 corresponds to the onsite case and σ “ 1{2 to the offsite case. Note thatpKpqq is determined by its restriction, pφpqq, to the fundamental cell q P B “ r´pi, pis (Brillouin zone); we
often suppress the dependence on α, s, and σ for notational convenience.
We obtain the following equation for pφpqq, defined for q P R:
rκspαq ` thepqqs pφpqq ´ χBpqq
4pi2
´ pφ ˚ pφ ˚ pφ ¯ pqq
´ χBpqq
4pi2
ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ pφ ˚ pφ ˚ pφ ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq “ 0. (1.16)
where χBpqq is the characteristic function on B “ r´pi, pis. Here, Mspqq is the discrete Fourier symbol of the
operator ´Ls: Mspqq “ 4 ř8m“1 Jsm sin2pqm{2q ; see (3.1) and Lemma C.1. In particular, we take
Jsm ”
$&% C
´1
s m
´1´2s : 1{4 ă s ă 8
C´18 e´γ m : s “ 8; γ ą 0, constant.
(1.17)
The positive constant, Cs, is chosen so that the expansion of M
spqq , for small q, leads to an effective limiting
(α Ó 0) continuum equation in which p´∆qp has a coefficient equal to one (unit effective mass).
Toward a formal determination of a limiting equation, we introduce rescalings of the momentum: Q “
q{α and pΦpQq “ ρpαq pφpq{αq, where ρpαq is to be determined. Substitution into (1.16) and dividing by
κspαq ρpαq, we obtain the following equation for pΦpQq:
Dσ,αrpΦs ” r1`MsαpQqs pΦpQq ´ χBα pQq4pi2
ˆ
α2 ρpαq2
κspαq
˙ ´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQq
`
ˆ
α2 ρpαq2
κspαq
˙
Rσ1 rpΦspQq. (1.18)
Here, χBα pQq is characteristic function of Bα, MsαpQq ” 1κspαqMspQαq and
Rσ1 rpΦspQq “ ´χBα pQq4pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (1.19)
Note that the dependence of the nonlinear operator, pΦ ÞÑ Dσ,αrpΦs on σ designates the case of onsite or
offsite states. Note that for α|Q| ! 1:
MspQαq „
$&% α
2s |Q|2s : 1{4 ă s ă 1
p´ logpαqqα2 |Q|2 : s “ 1
α2 |Q|2 : 1 ă s ď 8
. (1.20)
Therefore, choosing κspαq to depend on the nonlocality parameter, s:
κspαq “
$&% α
2s : 1{4 ă s ă 1 plong ´ rangeq
p´ logpαqqα2 : s “ 1 pcritical{marginalq
α2 : 1 ď s ď 8 pshort´ rangeq
, (1.21)
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we obtain the formal scaled convergence as α Ó 0,
MsαpQq Ñ |Q|2 minp1,sq, or equivalently F´1MsαpQqF Ñ p´∆qminp1,sq (1.22)
Returning to equation (1.18), we obtain a formal balance of terms in the equation α Ó 0 by choosing ρ “ ρspαq
so that α
2 ρspαq2
κspαq “ 1 or equivalently ρspαq “
b
κspαq
α2 . The formal limit of (1.18) is then
p1` |Q|2pq rψpQq ´ 1
4pi2
´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ rψ¯ pQq “ 0, where p “ ppsq ” minp1, sq (1.23)
the equation for rψpQq, the Fourier transform on R of the continuum FNLS solitary wave, ψpxq. Here, we have
used: (a) MsαpQq Ñ |Q|2p, for bounded Q, as α Ñ 0, (b) Bα Ñ R as α Ñ 0, and (c) χBα pQqRσ1 rpΦspQq Ñ 0
as αÑ 0 for pΦpQq localized; see Lemma 5.7. We therefore expect, for small α, that pΦσ,α « rψpQq.
Therefore, the onsite and offsite discrete standing solitary waves, Gα,on “ Gα,σ“0 and Gα,off “ Gα,σ“1{2
can be constructed via rescaling Q “ q{α: pGpqq “ e´iqσ pφpqq “ e´iqσ bκspαqα2 pΦ ` qα˘ „ e´iqσ bκspαqα2 rψ ` qα˘ ,
q P B, where σ “ 0, 1{2, respectively and inverting the discrete Fourier transform.
The proof of bounds on the Peierles-Nabbaro (PN) barrier (Theorem 3.2) follows the outline [23] for
the case of nearest-neighbor interaction. The PN barrier bounds depend on exponential decay bounds,
uniformly in α small, for zΦα,σpQq, σ “ 0, 1{2. The extension of these bounds to the nonlocal case is
presented in Appendix F.
Reduction to p´ FNLS employs a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy. We first solve for the high
frequency components of zEα,σJ pQq for λspαq´1 ď |Q| ď pi{α, (λspαq ą α and λspαq Ó 0 as α Ñ 0 ) in
terms of those for 0 ď |Q| ď λspαq´1 (low frequency components of zEα,σJ ). This yields a closed system for
the low-frequency components, which we study perturbatively about the continuum FNLS limit using the
implicit function theorem.
1.5. Extensions.
1.5.1. General coupling sequences. We note that our results for non-local coupling sequences
tJs|m|umPZ can be extended to general non-local coupling sequences tJ s|m|umPZ, with asymptotic decay rate
„ |m|´1´2s. If 1{4 ă s ď 1, one may only extend under appropriate assumptions on the rate of decay of
J s|m|{Js|m| ´ 1 as |m| Ñ 8.
The results may also be extended to coupling sequences tJ8|m|umPZ with asymptotic decay faster than any
algebraic power in m. Note that this case includes any coupling sequence with compact support, including
that of the nearest-neighbor (centered-difference) Laplacian.
1.5.2. Higher dimensional cubic lattices. In [23], our results apply to cubic DNLS with nearest-
neighbor coupling in dimensions d “ 1, 2, 3. This range of spatial dimensions corresponds to those for which
the continuum NLS equation has a non-trivial ground state, as seen using classical virial identities. For the
current context of nonlocal lattice equations, we expect our results on the one-dimensional cubic nonlocal
DNLS to extend to dimensions, d, satisfying: 2 ď d ă 4p; see Remark 2.2.
1.6. Outline of the paper. In Section 1.8, we provide a summary of basic facts about the discrete
and continuous Fourier transforms and also provide a list of notations and conventions used throughout the
paper.
In Section 2, we summarize the properties of the continuum FNLS solitary standing wave.
In Section 3, we state our result on the bifurcation of onsite and offsite solitary waves, Theorem 3.1. The
exponentially small bound on the PN-barrier, the l2 energy difference between onsite and offsite solutions,
is stated in Theorem 3.2.
Sections 4 through 6 contain the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Sections 5 and 6 construct the corrector in the rigorous asymptotic expansion of the solution to DNLS.
In Section 5, we derive equations for the corrector. We also construct the high frequency component of
the corrector as a functional of the low frequency components and the small parameter α.
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In Section 6, we construct the low frequency component of the corrector and map our asymptotic
expansion back to the solution to DNLS, completing the proof of Theorem 3.1.
In Section 8, we outline the steps required to prove Theorem 8.3, which generalizes the leading order
expansion given in Theorem 3.1 to a higher order expansion in the small parameter α.
There are several appendices. Appendix A contains an elementary and very useful subadditivity lemma.
In Appendix B, we discuss properties of the discrete Fourier transform. In Appendix C, we discuss spectral
properties of the operator L. In Appendix D, we provide a formulation of the implicit function theorem,
which we can apply directly to our setting. In Appendix E, we discuss the asymptotic properties of several
special functions, which are related to the dispersion relation for discrete and nonlocal NLS. Appendix F
addresses the important exponential decay properties of solitary waves in Fourier ( momentum) space.
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1.8. Preliminaries, Notation and Conventions.
1.8.1. Discrete Fourier Transform. For a sequence f “ tfnunPZ P l1pZqX l2pZq , define the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT)
pfpqq “ F
D
rf spqq ”
ÿ
nPZ
fne
´iq¨n , q P R. (1.24)
Since pfpq` 2piq “ pfpqq, we shall view pfpqq as being defined on the torus T » B{piZ, where B is fundamental
period cell (Brillouin zone), B ” r´pi, pis. pf is completely determined by its values on B. We shall also make
use of the scaled Brillouin zone, Bα ”
”
´ piα , piα
ı
, with T » Bα
M
pi
αZ. The inverse discrete Fourier transform
is given by
fn “
´
F´1
D
r pf s¯
n
“ 1
2pi
ˆ
B
pfpqqeiq¨ndq . (1.25)
A summary of key properties of the discrete Fourier transform is included in Appendix B. For a and b in
L1
loc
pRq, we define the convolution on Bα by
pa ˚
α bq pqq “
ˆ
Bα
apq ´ ξqbpξqdξ, (1.26)
Proposition 1.4. Let apqq,bpqq, and cpqq denote 2piσ{α´ pseudo-periodic functions. Then, a˚αb “ b˚αa
and pa ˚α bq ˚α c “ a ˚α pb ˚α cq.
1.8.2. Continuous Fourier Transform on R. For f P L2pRq, the continuous Fourier transform and
its inverse are given by
rfpqq “ F
C
rf spqq ”
ˆ
R
fpxqe´iq¨xdx, and fpxq “ F´1
C
r rf spxq “ 1
2pi
ˆ
R
rfpqqeiq¨xdq . (1.27)
The standard convolution of functions on R is defined by
pF ˚Gqpqq “
ˆ
R
F pq ´ ξqGpξqdξ “
ˆ
R
F pξqGpq ´ ξqdξ “ pG ˚ F qpqq (1.28)
Since our differential equations are cubically nonlinear, we must often work with the expression for a
triple convolution:
pF ˚G ˚Hq pqq “
ˆ ˆ
F pq ´ ξ ´ ζqGpξqHpζq dξdζ (1.29)
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1.8.3. Notations, Conventions and a useful Lemma.
1. A function F pqq, q P R is 2pi´ periodic if for all q, F pqq “ F pq ` 2piq. For σ P R, a function
F pqq, q P R is 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic if F pqq “ e2piiσF pq ` 2piq for all q P R.
2. The inner product on L2pBq is given by xf, gy “ xf, gyL2pBq “
´
B fpqq gpqq dq, where f is the complex
conjugate of f .
3. }f}2l2pZq “
ř
nPZ |fn|2.
4. L2pAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2pAq “
`´
A
|fpxq|2dx˘1{2 ă 8.
5. H1pAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2pAq “
´
}f}2L2pAq ` }∇f}2L2pAq
¯1{2 ă 8.
6. L2,apAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2,apAq “
`´
A
p1` |q|2qa|fpqq|2dq˘1{2 ă 8, where
L2,0pAq “ L2pAq.
7. Ha
even
and L2,a
even
, are subspaces of Ha and L2,a consisting of functions, f , which satisfy fpxq “ fp´xq.
We also refer to these as symmetric functions.
8. HapRq, the space of functions such that rf “ F
C
rf s P L2,apRq, with }f}HapRq ” } rf}L2,apRq.
9. For f : ZÑ C, f “ tfnunPZ, define the forward difference operator pδfqn “ pδ1fqn “ fn`1 ´ fn.
10. χ
A
pxq “
"
1 : x P A
0 : x R A , the indicator function for a set A, and χA “ 1´ χA .
11. fpαq “ Opα8q if for all n ě 1, fpαq “ Opαnq.
12. For a, b P R, we write a À b if there exists a constant C ą 0, independent of a and b, such that
a ď C b.
13. We shall frequently derive norm bounds of the type }f}X À }g}Y . Here, the implied constant is
independent of f and g but may depend on the spaces X and Y .
14. Generic constants are denoted by C1, C2 etc.
15. We shall often write, for example, }|Q|mfpQ;αq}L2pRQq rather than }| ¨ |mfp¨;αq}L2pRq
We shall make frequent use of the following
Lemma 1.5.
1. f P HapRq if and only if rf P L2,apRq.
2. Fix a ą d{2. Then, if f1, f2 P HapRq then, the product f1f2 P HapRq. Moreover, we have
}f1f2}HapRq À }f1}HapRq }f2}HapRq . (1.30)
3. Fix a ą d{2. If rf1, rf2 P L2,apRq then, their convolution rf1 ˚ rf2 P L2,apRq and we have:››› rf1 ˚ rf2›››
L2,apRq
À
››› rf1›››
L2,apRq
››› rf2›››
L2,apRq
. (1.31)
The implied constants in (1.30) and (1.31) are independent of f1 and f2, but depend on a.
Finally, we find it convenient to record certain α- and s-dependent functions, es,Es, ds Ñ 0 as α Ñ 0.
These arise throughout the our analysis:
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espαq ”
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
α3{2´s : 1{4 ă s ă 1´
α
´ logpαq
¯1{2
: s “ 1
α2s´3{2 : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqqα5{2 : s “ 2
α5{2 : 2 ă s ď 8.
, Espαq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
α2rp1´sq ` α2sp1´rq : s ă 1
logp´ logpαqq
p´ logpαqq ` 1plogpαqq2 : s “ 1
α2rps´1q ` α2p1´rq : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqqα2r ` α2p1´rq : s “ 2
α2r ` α2p1´rq : 2 ă s ď 8
, (1.32)
dspαq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
α2rp1´sq : s ă 1
logp´ logpαqq
p´ logpαqq : s “ 1
α2rps´1q : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqqα2r : s “ 2
α2r : 2 ă s ď 8
. (1.33)
Here, 0 ă r ă 1.
2. Properties of the continuum solitary wave of FNLS, ψ|ω|, on R. The following results sum-
marize properties of the FNLS ground state solitary wave (“soliton”) and its Fourier transform on R. See,
for example, references [13, 14].
A central role is played by the characterization of the continuum FNLS standing wave, and the linearized
operator about a solution of (1.8) ω “ ´1:
f ÞÑ L`f ”
`
1` p´∆qp ´ 3pψpxqq2 ˘ fpxq. (2.1)
Definition 2.1. Let 1{4 ă p ď 1. Let ψ1 P HppRq denote a solution of (1.8) governing FNLS solitary
standing waves with frequency ω “ ´1. If ψ1 is real-valued, ψ1 ě 0, ψ1 ı 0, and L` (with ψ “ ψ1) has
exactly one negative eigenvalue (counting multiplicity), i.e. ψ1 has Morse index equal to one, then we say
that ψ1 is a ground state solution (1.8).
Remark 2.1. Ground states of (1.8) may be constructed via unconstrained minimization of an ap-
propriate functional defined on HppRq, which characterizes the optimal constant in a fractional Gagliardo-
Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality [13, 14].
Theorem 2.2 (FNLS Ground State).
Let 1{4 ă p ď 1 and consider the equation (1.8) governing FNLS solitary standing waves. For ω “ ´1,
there exists a unique ground state solution solution ψ1pxq to (1.8) which is real-valued, symmetric about
x “ 0 and decaying to zero at infinity. Therefore, the ground state of (1.8) with arbitrary frequency ω ă 0
is given by ψ|ω|pxq “ ?ω ψ1p|ω|1{2pxq. Moreover, the following properties hold:
1. ψ1pxq P H2p`1pRq and satisfies the decay estimate: |ψ1pxq| À p1` |x|1`2pq´1.
2. For all k ě 0, ψ1pxq P HkpRq.
3. Any positive solution of (1.8) is of the form ψ|ω|px´ x0q for some x0 P R.
Remark 2.2. A well-known argument based on “Pohozaev” / virial identities shows that the equation
p´∆qpu`u´um “ 0 does not admit non-trivial H2p`1pRdqXLm`1pRdq solutions when m ě pd`2pq{pd´2pq
(where if d´ 2p ď 0, all m ą 0 are admissible). For the cubic case m “ 3 in dimension d “ 1, this implies
p ą 1{4; see [47, 48, 42].
The following result concerning Ąψ|ω| “ FC rψ|ω|s, the Fourier transform of ψ|ω|, is a consequence of
Proposition 2.2 and Lemma F.2 of Appendix F.
Proposition 2.3 (Fourier transform of FNLS Ground State).
Fix 1{4 ă p ď 1. The Fourier transform, Ąψ|ω|pQq “ FC rψ|ω|spQq, satisfies the equation` |ω| ` |Q|2p ˘ Ąψ|ω|pQq ´ 14pi2 Ąψ|ω| ˚ Ąψ|ω| ˚ Ąψ|ω|pQq “ 0, Ąψ|ω| P L2,apRq. (2.2)
Moreover, Ąψ|ω| satisfies the following properties:
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1. Scaling:
Ąψ|ω|pQq “ |ω|pp´1q{2p Ăψ1 ˆ Q|ω|1{2p
˙
“ |ω|pp´1q{2p rψˆ Q|ω|1{2p
˙
. (2.3)
2. Exponential decay: Let a ą 1{2 and set η “ ηpsq “ minp1, 2sq. Then, there exists a positive constant
µ “ µr} rψ}L2,apRqs such that ›››eµ|Q|η rψpQq›››
L2,apRQq
À
››› rψpQq›››
L2,apRQq
. (2.4)
We require, in particular, a characterization of the L2pRq´ kernel of L`. This was obtained in [30] for
the case p “ 1 and more generally in the important recent work [13, 14]. In Fourier space, we define the
associated operator
rfpQq ÞÑ ĂL` rfpQq ” ˆ 1` |Q|2p ´ 3
4pi2
rψ ˚ rψ˚ ˙ rfpQq (2.5)
Proposition 2.4.
1. The continuous spectrum of L` is given by the half-line r1,8q.
2. Zero is an isolated eigenvalue of L` with corresponding eigenspace, kernelpL`q “ span
!
Bxψpxq
)
.
3. Zero is an isolated eigenvalue of ĂL` with corresponding eigenspace, kernelpĂL`q “ span!Q rψpQq).
4. L` : HaevenpRq Ñ Ha´2peven pRq is an isomorphism.
5. ĂL` : L2,aevenpRq Ñ L2,a´2peven pRq is an isomorphism.
3. Main results. For 1{4 ă s ă 8, set Jsm “ C´1s m´1´2s giving
pLsGqn “ 1
Cs
ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
pGm ´Gnq
|m´ n|1`2s , where Cs “
$&% ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq : 1{4 ă s ă 11 : s “ 1
ζp2s´ 1q : s ą 1
. (3.1)
For s “ 8, set Jsm “ C´18 e´γm, γ ą 0 giving
pLsGqn “ 1
C8
ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
e´γ |m´n|pGm ´Gnq, where C8 “ exppγqpexppγq ` 1qpexppγq ´ 1q3 . (3.2)
Theorem 3.1. (Nonlocal DNLS solitary waves on Z) Consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem gov-
erning real-valued standing waves of the discrete nonlocal DNLS (1.11):
´ κspαq Gαn “ ´pLsGαqn ´ pGαnq3, Gα P l2pZq. (3.3)
where 1{4 ă s ď 8 and κspαq is the s´ dependent scaling displayed in (1.21). Let p “ ppsq “ minps, 1q and
denote by ψpxq ” ψ1pxq denote the ground state of the ppsq-FNLS equation, (1.8); see Proposition 2.2.
Then, there exists α0 “ α0rss ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0, nonlocal DNLS has two real-valued soli-
tary wave solutions to (3.3). These are onsite (lattice point- centered) and offsite (bond-centered) symmetric
states. To leading order in α, these are given by σ “ 0, 1{2 translates of ψpαxq sampled on Z. The leading
order expansions with correctors are given by:
Onsite symmetric (vertex-centered):
Gα,onn “ κspαq1{2 ψ pα nq ` Eα,onn , n P Z
Offsite symmetric (bond-centered):
Gα,offn “ κspαq1{2 ψ pα rn´ 1{2sq ` Eα,offn , n P Z .
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Here, }Eα,on}l2pZq `
››Eα,off››
l2pZq À espαq Ñ 0 as α Ñ 0, where the s´ dependent rate espαq is is given in
(1.32). Note: the relative l2pZq norm of the corrector to the leading term, espαq˜ pκspαq{αq 12 Ñ 0 as αÑ 0.
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, we assume s ą 1{4. For cubic nonlinearity in one space dimension do
not expect a bifurcation of discrete solitary waves from at zero frequency for s ď 1{4. Indeed, the κspαq Ñ 0
rescaled-limit of such bifurcating states is the solitary standing wave solution of continuum fractional NLS,
satisfying p´∆xqpu`u´u3 “ 0. A well-known argument based on “Pohozaev” / virial identities [47, 48, 42]
implies that the equation p´∆xqpu`u´um “ 0 has H2p`1pRdq solutions only if m ă pd` 2pq{pd´ 2pq. For
the case of cubic nonlinearity, m “ 3, with d “ 1, this implies p “ minp1, sq ą 1{4.
Theorem 3.2. [Exponential smallness of Peierls-Nabarro barrier] Let η “ minp2s, 1q. There exist
constants α0 ą 0, C ą 0 and D ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0,ˇˇˇˇ
N rGα,off s ´N rGα,ons
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
}Gα,off}2l2pZq ´ }Gα,on}2l2pZq
ˇˇˇ
ď D
ˆ
κspαq
α
˙
e´C{α
η
, andˇˇˇˇ
HrGα,off s ´HrGα,ons
ˇˇˇˇ
ď D
ˆ
κspαq
α
˙
e´C{α
η
. (3.4)
4. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 ; formulation of nonlocal DNLS in Fourier space.
The proof follows the general strategy of our study of the local (nearest-neighbor) DNLS [23] and refer to it
when convenient. Applying the discrete Fourier transform (1.24) to equation (3.3), governing G “ Gα,s, we
obtain an equivalent equation for the discrete Fourier transform, pGpqq “ xGαpqq:
{DNLSr pGspqq ” “κspαq `Mspqq‰ pGpqq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2 pG ˚
1
pG ˚
1
pGpqq “ 0,
pGpq ` 2piq “ pGpqq. (4.1)
Here, Mspqq denotes the (discrete) Fourier symbol of the operator Ls (see Lemma C.1),
Mspqq pGpqq “ ´{pLsGqpqq “ 4 8ÿ
m“1
Jsm sin
2pqm{2q pGpqq, (4.2)
and f ˚1 g denotes the convolution on B “ B1; see (1.26) and Appendix B.
By Proposition 1.3
1. G is onsite symmetric iff pGpqq “ pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and symmetric, and
2. G is offsite symmetric iff pGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and symmetric.
Hence we seek pGpqq in the form xGσpqq “ e´iσq yKσpqq, σ “ 0, 1{2 (4.3)yKσpqq “yKσp´qq, yKσpqq “yKσpqq (4.4)
The following result (Proposition 4.3 of [23]) states that it suffices to solve (4.1), projected onto B “ r´pi, pis.
Proposition 4.1. Let xφσpqq “ χBpqq xφσpqq satisfy:
rα2 `Mspqqs xφσpqq ´ χBpqq
4pi2
´ xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ ¯ pqq
´ χBpqq
4pi2
ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq “ 0, (4.5)
Then (4.1) is solved by pGpqq “ e´iqσ yKσpqq, whereyKσpqq “ ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiq xφσpq ´ 2mpiqe2mpiiσ, (4.6)
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4.1. Rescaled equation for xφσ. As discussed in Section 1.4, we expect that for α ! 1:
xφσpqq „ ˆκspαq1{2
αp
˙ Ćψα2ppqq “ ˆκspαq1{2
α
˙ rψ ´ q
α
¯
, (4.7)
see (1.8) and Proposition 2.2. We therefore study (4.5) using a rescaling which makes explicit the relation
between DNLS and the continuum (FNLS) limit for α small.
Rescalings:
Rescaled momentum: Q ” q{α, Q P Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs,
Rescaled projection: χBα pQq ” χBpQαq “ χr´ piα , piα spQq,
Rescaled wave: xΦσpQq ” ˆ α
κspαq1{2
˙xφσpQαq “ ˆ α
κspαq1{2
˙xφσpqq,
Rescaled discrete Fourier symbol: MsαpQq ” 1κspαqM
spQαq “ 4
κspαq
8ÿ
m“1
Jsm sin
2pQmα{2q (4.8)
The following proposition is a reformulation of Proposition 4.1 in terms of the rescaled quasi-momentum, Q:
Proposition 4.2. Equation (4.5) for xφσpqq on q P B is equivalent to the following equation for pΦpQq “
χBα pQqxΦσpQq, supported on Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs:
Dσ,αrpΦspQq ” r1`MsαpQqs pΦpQq ´ χBα pQq4pi2 ´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQq ` Rσ1 rpΦspQq “ 0 , (4.9)
Here, Rσ1 rpΦs contains the ˘1-sideband contributions:
Rσ1 rpΦspQq ” ´χBα pQq4pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (4.10)
Proof of Proposition 4.2: We use the following lemma to rescale the convolutions in (4.5).
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that papqq “ pApQq, pbpqq “ pBpQq, and pcpqq “ pCpQq, where Q “ q{α. Then´pa ˚pb ˚ pc¯ pqq “ α2 ´ pA ˚ pB ˚ pC¯ pQq. (4.11)
Applying the rescalings (4.8) and Lemma 4.3 to (4.5) and then dividing by κspαq3{2{α, we obtain (4.9). l
The next proposition states the sense in which MsαpQq Ñ |Q|2p (p “ minp1, sq) as αÑ 0. This facilates
the solution of Dσ,α
”pΦı pQq “ 0 for pΦσ,αpQq, perturbatively about the solution of the limiting ppsq´ FNLS
limit equation (2.3).
Proposition 4.4. Let 0 ă η ď 1 and fix p “ minp1, sq. Suppose eC|Q|ηpgpQq P L2,apRQq for some
C ą 0. Then, as αÑ 0,
›››χBα pQq “MsαpQq ´ |Q|2p‰ pgpQq ›››L2,apRQq À
ˆ
α
κspαq
˙1{2
espαq. (4.12)
Proof of Proposition 4.4: The heart of the matter is Proposition E.5 which states that for |Q| ď pi{α
13
(Q P Bα), there exists a function fspQ;αq such that maxQPBα |fspQ;αq| À 1 and
MsαpQq “ 1Cs κspαqM
spQαq “ |Q|2p `
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
α2´2s fspQ;αq |Q|2 : s ă 1
1
´ logpαq fspQ;αq
`
3
2 ´ logp|Q|q
˘ |Q|2 : s “ 1
α2s´2 fspQ;αq |Q|2s : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqq α2 fspQ;αq |Q|4 : s “ 2
α2 fspQ;αq |Q|4 : 2 ă s ď 8
. (4.13)
Using (4.13), χBα pQq
“
MsαpQq ´ |Q|2p
‰ pgpQq can be bounded by pα{κspαqq1{2 espαq (see (1.32)) times a con-
stant in terms of
›› |Q|2j pgpQq››
L2,apRQq ,
›› plogp|Q|qq |Q|2j pgpQq››
L2,apRQq (j “ 1, 2), which is finite by the
hypothesis on pg. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4. l
5. Bifurcation analysis and the proof of Theorem 5.1. Our main results on bifurcation are derived
from the following:
Theorem 5.1. Fix a ą 1{2. Consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (3.3) for onsite symmetric (σ “
0) and offsite symmetric (σ “ 1{2) bound states of nonlocal DNLS with interaction parameter s P p1{2,8s.
Let p “ minp1, sq. Let ψ denote the ground state of the p-FNLS equation, (2.2), ψ ` p´∆qpψ ´ ψ3 “ 0, and
let rψ be its continuous Fourier transform. Then there exist a constant α0 “ α0ra, σ, ss ą 0, and a unique,
real-valued function zEα,σ P L2,a
even
pRq, with zEα,σ “ χBα zEα,σ, defined for all 0 ă α ă α0, such that
zΦα,σpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq `zEα,σpQq, (5.1)
solves (4.9), with corrector bound:
›››zEα,σ›››
L2,apRq
À pα{κspαqq1{2 espαq Ñ 0 α Ñ 0. espαq is displayed in
(1.32).
5.1. Equation for the remainder, zEα,σ. For pΦ “ zΦα,σ we take the ansatz
pΦpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq `zEα,σpQq ” SpQq ` pEpQq. (5.2)
Here, SpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq. To prove Theorem 5.1, we derive an equation for pEpQq and then construct and
bound its solution. Recall, by Proposition 4.2, that pΦ must satisfy Dσ,αrpΦspQq “ 0; see (4.9). Substitution
of the ansatz (5.2) into this equation yields the required equation for pEpQq.
Proposition 5.2. Dσ,αrpΦs “ 0 is equivalent to the following equation for pEpQq “ χBα pQq pEpQq:
r1`MsαpQqs pEpQq ´ 3 χBα pQq 1p2piq2 rψ ˚ rψ ˚ pEpQq “ Rσ1 ”α, pEı pQq, pE P L2,apRq. (5.3)
where
Rσ1
”
α, pEı ” Dσ,αrSs `Rσ
L
”
α, pEı`Rσ
NL
”
α, pEı . (5.4)
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Rσ
L
is linear in pE and of order Op1q in α on Q P B
α
. Rσ
NL
contains terms which are nonlinear in pE:
Rσ
L
”
α, pEı pQq ” χBα pQq 34pi2
„ 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
´
S ˚ S ˚ pE¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ´ ´Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ pE¯ pQq,
Rσ
NL
”
α, pEı pQq ” χBα pQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
„
3
´
S ˚ pE ˚ pE¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq
`
´ pE ˚ pE ˚ pE¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (5.5)
Remark 5.1. Note that the operator on the left-hand side has formal limit ĂL`, where L` is the linearized
continuum FNLS operator displayed in Proposition 2.4.
5.2. Coupled system for high and low frequency components of pE “ zEα,σ. We now embark
on the construction pE “ zEα,σ P L2,apRq for α ą 0 sufficiently small. Our strategy is to reformulate the
equation for pE as an equivalent coupled system for its high and low frequency components.
Let r be such that 0 ă r ă 1. Define the spectral cutoff parameter:
λpαq “ λspαq ”
"
α1´r : s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαqq : s “ 1 . (5.6)
Note that λspαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0.
Next, define the sharp spectral cutoffs onto low and high frequency regimes:
χ
lo
pQq “ χ
ˆ
|Q| ď 1
λspαq
˙
and χ
hi
pQq “ χ
ˆ
|Q| ą 1
λspαq
˙
, (5.7)
where 1 “ χ
lo
pQq ` χ
hi
pQq. Note that χ
lo
χBα “ χlo , while χhi χBα “ χBα ´ χlo . For general pA, defined on
R, introduce its localizations near and away from Q “ 0:
pA
lo
pQq “
´
χ
lo
pA¯ pQq ” χ
lo
pQq pApQq, (5.8)
pA
hi
pQq “
´
χ
hi
pA¯ pQq ” χ
hi
pQq pApQq, (5.9)
In particular, we use χ
lo
and χ
hi
to localize pE “ zEα,σ, where |Q| ď λspαq and where |Q| ą λspαq:
xE
lo
pQq “ χ
lo
pQq pEpQq and xE
hi
pQq “ χ
hi
pQq pEpQq, (5.10)
and therefore pEpQq “ xE
lo
pQq ` xE
hi
pQq.
NOTE: Since the analysis for the cases σ “ 0 (onsite) and σ “ 1{2 (offsite) in sections 5.2 - 6.3 are very
similar, in order to keep the notation less cumbersome we omit the superscripts α and σ when the context is
clear, and shall instead write:
pEpQq “ pEα,σpQq, xE
lo
pQq “ zEα,σlo pQq, xEhipQq “ zEα,σhi pQq. (5.11)
The following Proposition is obtained by applying the spectral projections χ
lo
and χ
hi
to (5.3).
Proposition 5.3. If pE is a solution of (5.3) then its low and high frequency components, xE
lo
and xE
hi
,
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satisfy the coupled system:
Low Frequency Equation:
r1`MsαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 ´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xElopQq ` rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xEhipQq¯
“ χ
lo
pQq Rσ1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
ı
pQq, (5.12)
High Frequency Equation:
r1`MsαpQqs xEhipQq ´ χhipQq χBα pQq 34pi2 ´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xElopQq ` rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xEhipQq¯
“ χ
hi
pQq Rσ1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
ı
pQq. (5.13)
Here, Rσ1 is defined in (5.4). Conversely, if pxElo , xEhiq solves (5.12)-(5.13), then pE ” xElo ` xEhi solves (5.3).
We solve (5.12) and (5.13) via the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy used in [23] ; see Section 1.4.
5.3. Reduction to a closed equation for the low frequency projection, xE
lo
. We first solve forxE
hi
“ xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
as a functional of xE
lo
, by viewing the equation of xE
hi
as depending on α P R, |α| ! 1 and
ΓpQq “ xE
lo
pQq P L2,apRq.
r1`MsαpQqs xEhipQq ´ χhipQq χBα pQq 34pi2
ˆrψ ˚ rψ ˚ ΓpQq ` rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xE
hi
pQq
˙
´χ
hi
pQq Rσ1 rα,Γ` xEhispQq “ 0 . (5.14)
In the following proposition, we construct the mapping xE
lo
ÞÑ xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
.
Proposition 5.4. Set 0 ă r ă 1, p “ minps, 1q, and η “ minp2s, 1q.
1. There exist constants α0, β0 ą 0, such that for all α P p0, α0q, equation (5.14) defines a mapping
pα,Γq ÞÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs, xE
hi
: r0, 1s ˆ B
β0
p0q Ñ L2,apRq where B
β0
p0q Ă L2,apRq such that xE
hi
rα,Γs is
the unique solution to (5.14) (see also (5.13)). Moreover, if Γ P L2,a
even
, then xE
hi
rα,Γs P L2,a
even
.
2. The mapping is C1 with respect to Γ, and there exists C ą 0, such that for all pα,Γq P r0, α0qˆBβ0 p0q›››xEhirα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
À
#
α2pp1´rq }Γ}L2,apRq ` e´C{λspαq
η
: s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαq }Γ}L2,apRq ` e´C{λspαq
η
: s “ 1 (5.15)
››› DΓ xEhirα,Γs ›››
L2,apRqÝÑL2,apRq
À
"
α2pp1´rq : s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαqq : s “ 1 . (5.16)
Here, λspαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0 and is given by (5.6). The implicit constants depend only on α0 and β0.
3. xE
hi
rα,Γs is supported on Q P
”
´piα ,´ 1λspαq
¯
X
´
1
λspαq ,
pi
α
ı
; xE
hi
rα,ΓspQq “ χ
hi
χBα
xE
hi
rα,Γs.
Proof of Proposition 5.4: The proof follows that given in [23] for nearest-neighbor DNLS. We summarize
the proof and elaborate where the proof differs. Since 0 ă 1 ď 1 `MsαpQq for all α positive and small, we
may rewrite (5.14) as
xE
hi
pQq ´ χ
hi
pQq r1`MsαpQqs´1
ˆ
χBα pQq
3
4pi2
” rψ ˚ rψ ˚ ΓpQq ` rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xE
hi
pQq
ı
´Rσ1 rα,Γ` xEhispQq˙ “ 0. (5.17)
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The following results (Propositions 5.5, 5.8 and Lemma 5.7) are the essential ingredients required to extend
the arguments of [23] to the DNLS with non-local interactions.
Proposition 5.5. For any function pf P L2,apRq, we have
››› χhi χBα r1`MsαpQqs´1 pf ›››L2,apRQq À
$’&’%
α2pp1´rq
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
: s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαq
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
: s “ 1 . (5.18)
Proof of Proposition 5.5: We require the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let p “ minp1, sq. There exists a constant, C “ Cs, such that for s ‰ 1 and Q P Bα ,
MsαpQq ě C |Q|2p. If s “ 1, then MsαpQq ě Cp´ logpαqq |Q|2.
We defer the proof of Lemma 5.6 until the end of this section. Recall that χ
hi
pQq projects onto the
set |Q| ě 1λspαq , where λspαq Ñ 0, is given by (5.6). Now let s ‰ 1. From Lemma 5.6, we have
χ
hi
pQq χBα pQq r1`MsαpQqs ě C χhipQq χBα pQq |Q|2p ě Cλspαq´2p “ C α2ppr´1q. Next, let s “ 1.
Then Lemma 5.6 gives χ
hi
pQq χBα pQq r1`MsαpQqs ě χhipQq χBα pQq Cp´ logpαqq |Q|2 ě Cp´ logpαqq 1λspαq2 “
C p´ logpαqq. Proposition 5.5 now follows. l
We also require the following lemma, stated generally due to its broader use, which establishes exponen-
tial smallness of “shifted” (m “ ˘1 by our convention) convolutions of exponentially decaying functions.
Lemma 5.7. Fix 0 ă η ď 1 and a ą 1{2. Let pf P L2,apRq be such that e C|Q|η pfpQq P L2,apRQq for some
C ą 0. Then, (a) for m “ ˘1,›››› χBα pQq ´ pf ˚ pf ˚ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ››››
L2,apRQq
À e´Cpiη{αη
››› eC|Q|η pfpQq ›››3
L2,apRQq
(5.19)
and (b) ›››› χhipQq ´ pf ˚ pf ˚ pf¯ pQq ››››
L2,apRQq
À e´C{pλspαqqηq
››› eC|Q|η pfpQq ›››3
L2,apRQq
(5.20)
Proof of Lemma 5.7: We first prove (a). For any ξ, ζ P R we have |Q´2mpi{α|η ď |Q´ ξ´ ζ´2mpi{α|η`
|ξ|η ` |ζ|η, since 0 ă η ď 1 (Lemma A.1). Therefore, 1 ď e´C|Q´2mpi{α|η eC|Q´ξ´ζ´2mpi{α|η eC|ξ|η eC|ζ|η .
Moreover, if |Q| ď pi{α, it follows that |Q´ 2mpi{α| ě pi{α and therefore χBα pQqe´C|Q´2mpi{α|
η ď e´Cpiη{αη .
Now applying (1.29) and distributing the exponentials we have
χBα pQq
´ pf ˚ pf ˚ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq “ χBα pQqˆ ˆ pfpQ´ 2mpi{α´ ξ ´ ζq pfpξq pfpζq dξdζ
“ χBα pQq
ˆ ˆ
e´C|Q´2mpi{α|
η ¨ eC|Q´2mpi{α´ξ´ζ|η pfpQ´ 2mpi{α´ ξ ´ ζq eC|ξ|η pfpξq eC|ζ|η pfpζq dξdζ
Therefore,ˇˇˇ
χBα pQq
´ pf ˚ pf ˚ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ˇˇˇ
ď e´Cpiη{αη
ˆ
eC|ζ|
η | pfpζq| dζ ˆ eC|Q´2mpi{α´ξ´ζ|η | pfpQ´ 2mpi{α´ ξ ´ ζq| eC|ξ|η | pfpξq| dξ
e´Cpi
η{αη
´ pf7 ˚ pf7 ˚ pf7q¯ pQq, where pf7pQq ” eC|Q|η | pfpQq|.
To complete the proof of (a) we integrate over all Q P R and apply Lemma 1.5 twice. The proof of (b) is
very similar. Here, m “ 0, but χhi localizes the integrand on the set |Q| ě 1{λspαq. On this set we then use
1 ď e´C|Q|η eC|Q´ξ´ζ|η eC|ξ|η eC|ζ|η ď e´C{pλspαqqηeC|Q´ξ´ζ|η eC|ξ|η eC|ζ|η to complete the proof. l
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Finally, we bound the forcing terms in χ
hi
Rσ1 rα,Γ` xEhis which drive pEhi.
Proposition 5.8. Assume s ą 1{4. Let p “ minp1, sq, η “ minp1, 2sq and let the spectral cutoff
parameter, λspαq, be given as in (5.6). Let the operator Dσ,α be defined in (4.9) and set SpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq.
Then, there exists C ą 0, such that
›››χhipQq r1`MsαpQqs´1 Dσ,αrSspQq ›››
L2,apRQq
À e´C{λpαqη .
Proof of Proposition 5.8: Recall from Proposition 2.3 that for some µ ą 0, }eµ|Q|η rψpQq}L2,apRQq À 1,
where η “ minp2s, 1q. By the definition of Dσ,αrSs displayed in (4.9) we have
r1`MsαpQqs´1 Dσ,αrSs
“ SpQq ´ χBα pQq
4pi2
r1`MsαpQqs´1
ÿ
m“´1,0,1
e2mpiiσ pS ˚ S ˚ Sq pQ´ 2mpi{αq . (5.21)
To conclude the proof, we observe that the m “ ˘1 terms and the m “ 0 term are bounded, respectively,
by parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 5.7.
We conclude this section with the proof of Lemma 5.6. Recall the expression for MsαpQq in (4.8) and
κspαq in (1.21). For s ą 1, κspαq “ α2 and therefore 4 sin2pq{2q ě 4pi2 |q|2, q P r´pi, pis gives MsαpQq ě
4
α2 J1 sin
2pQα{2q ě 4J1pi2 |Q|2. Next assume s “ 1. Then κspαq “ p´ logpαqq α2, Cs “ 1, and similarly,
MsαpQq ě 4α2p´ logpαqq sin2pQα{2q ě 4pi2p´ logpαqq |Q|2. Finally, suppose that s ă 1 (thus ppsq “ minp1, sq “ s).
We work with Mspqq in the original variable q P B “ r´pi, pis, First consider |q| ě 1, where |q|2 ě |q|2s. Then
Mspqq “ 1
Cs
8ÿ
m“1
4 sin2 pqm{2q
m1`2s
ě 4
Cs
sin2pq{2q ě 4
Cs pi2
|q|2 ě 4
Cs pi2
|q|2s, 1 ď |q| ď pi. (5.22)
For 0 ď |q| ă 1, Proposition E.5 (and Remark E.1 for s “ 1{2) give
Mspqq “ |q|2s ` 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j
“ |q|2s
˜
1` 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j´2s
¸
. (5.23)
If we let |q| ď q˚ ” min
"
1,
´
4
Cs
ř8
j“1
|ζp1`2s´2jq|
p2jq!
¯´ 12´2s*
, where q˚ ą 0,
ˇˇˇˇ
2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j´2s
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
|ζp1` 2s´ 2jq|
p2jq! |q|
2j´2s
ď 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
|ζp1` 2s´ 2jq|
p2jq! |q|
2´2s ď 1
2
, (5.24)
such that by (5.23),
Mspqq “ |q|2s
˜
1` 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j´2s
¸
ě |q|
2s
2
, |q| ď q˚. (5.25)
It remains to address q˚ ď |q| ă 1 (if q˚ “ 1, we are done for s ă 1). On this interval, we need to find
C˚ ą 0 such that
Mspqq “ 1
Cs
8ÿ
m“1
4 sin2 pqm{2q
m1`2s
ě 4
Cs
sin2pq{2q ě 4
Cs pi2
|q|2 ě C˚ |q|2s, q˚ ď |q| ă 1. (5.26)
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where we have again used sin2pq{2q ě 1pi2 |q|2. Take C˚ ” min
q˚ď|q|ă1
´
4 |q|2´2s
Cs pi2
¯
“ 4 |q˚|2´2sCs pi2 ą 0, and let
C ” min
!
4
Cs pi2
, 12 , C˚
)
. Therefore, from (5.22), (5.25), and (5.26), and with the rescaling Q “ q{α, there
exists some C ą 0 such that we have for s ă 1,
Mspqq “ 1
Cs
8ÿ
m“1
4 sin2 pqm{2q
m1`2s
ě C |q|2s, q P B “ r´pi, pis
ùñ MsαpQq “ 1Cs α2s
8ÿ
m“1
4 sin2 pQmα{2q
m1`2s
ě C |Q|2s, Q P B
α
“
”
´pi
α
,
pi
α
ı
. (5.27)
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. l
6. Solution of the low frequency equation for xE
lo
.
6.1. Equation for xE
lo
as a perturbation of the continuum FNLS limit . Insertion of the mapxE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s (Proposition 5.4) into equation (5.12) yields a closed equation for xE
lo
:
r1`MsαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xElopQq
“ χ
lo
pQq Rσ1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq ` χ
lo
pQq 3
4pi2
rψ ˚ rψ ˚ ´xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
¯
pQq. (6.1)
Here, Rσ1 rα, pEs is displayed in (5.4).
Now note that the operator on the left-hand-side of (6.1) has a formal α Ó 0 limit equal to the linearized
continuum FNLS operator, ĂL`. Hence, we now reexpress (6.1) as a small α perturbation of this limit:
Proposition 6.1. Let p “ ppsq “ minps, 1q. There exists 0 ď α1 ď α0 and 0 ă r ă 1 such that:
1. Equation (6.1) for xE
lo
may be rewritten as
ĂL`xElopQq “ Rσ2 rα, xElospQq, where (6.2)
Rσ2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq ” χ
lo
pQq Rσ1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq `R
pert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq, and (6.3)
R
pert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq ” χ
lo
pQq “ |Q|2p ´MsαpQq ‰ xElopQq ´ χhipQq 34pi2 rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xElopQq. (6.4)
2. Rσ2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq is continuous at p0, 0q P r0, α1q ˆ L2,apRq. Furthermore, the mapping xElo ÞÑ
Rσ2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
is Fre´chet differentiable, where DyE
lo
Rσ2 rα, xElos is displayed in (6.23) below. Finally,
we have the bounds›››Rσ2 rα, xElos›››
L2,a´2ppRq
À
ˆ
α
κspαq
˙1{2
espαq `
›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››2
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››3
L2,apRq
, (6.5)›››DyE
lo
Rσ2
”
α, xE
lo
ı›››
L2,apRqÑL2,a´2ppRq
À Espαq `
›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››2
L2,apRq
, (6.6)
where espαq and Espαq are defined in (1.32).
Proposition 6.1 is proven in Sections 6.1.1 through 6.2. In Section 6.1, we derive equation (6.2). In
Section 6.1.3, we provide tools used in Section 6.2 to prove estimates (6.5) and (6.6).
We then proceed to solve (6.2) in Proposition 6.11 of Section 6.3 using the strategy detailed in Section
6.1.2.
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6.1.1. Derivation of equation (6.2) for xE
lo
. We follow the derivation of the low-frequency equation
found in [23], and rewrite equation (6.1) in the form (6.2). First, we use that χ
hi
“ 1´ χ
lo
to get
χ
lo
pQq rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xE
lo
pQq “ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xE
lo
pQq ´ χ
hi
pQq rψ ˚ rψ ˚ xE
lo
pQq. (6.7)
Since χ
hi
xE
lo
“ 0, we may write:
MsαpQq xElopQq “ |Q|2p xElopQq ` χlo “MsαpQq ´ |Q|2p‰ xElopQq. (6.8)
We now express the left-hand side of (6.1) via (6.7) and (6.8) in the form: ĂL`xElopQq ´ Rpert ”α, xEloı pQq,
where the linear operator xE
lo
ÞÑ R
pert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
is given in (6.4). Equation (6.1) may be written in the desired
form (6.2), where Rσ2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
is given by (6.3). Finally, the expression for DyE
lo
Rσ2 rα, xElos is displayed in
(6.23) and is bounded, together with Rσ2 rα, xElos in Section 6.2.
6.1.2. Strategy for solving the low frequency equation. We study the solvability of the low
frequency equation (6.2): Mrα, xE
lo
s ” ĂL`xElo ´ Rσ2 rα, xElos “ 0 by applying a following variant of the
implicit function theorem (a consequence of Theorem D.1 of Appendix D) [23].
Lemma 6.2. Consider the equation
Mrα, f s ” Lf ´Rrα, f s “ 0, f P L2,a
even
pRq. (6.9)
1. L : L2,a
even
pRq ÞÝÑ L2,a´2p
even
pRq be an isomorphism for 0 ă p ď 1
2. R : r0, α1qα ˆ L2,aevenpRq ÝÑ L2,a´2peven pRq is continuous at p0, 0q, Fre´chet differentiable with respect to
f P L2,a
even
pRq
3. Rr0, 0s “ 0 and satisfies the bounds:
}Rrα, f s}L2,a´2ppRq À Kpαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq ` }f}3L2,apRq, (6.10)
}DfRrα, f s}L2,apRqÑL2,a´2ppRq À Kpαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq, (6.11)
for some continuous function Kpαq ě 0, satisfying Kp0q “ 0, Kpαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0.
Then there exists a constant α2 ď α1 such that for all 0 ă α ă α2, the equation (6.9), Mrα, f s “ 0, has
a unique solution f “ f rαs P L2,a
even
pRq satisfying
}f rαs}L2,apRq À Kpαq. (6.12)
In order to construct xE
lo
by application of Lemma 6.2, we must verify the hypotheses for Mrα, f s ”ĂL`f ´ Rσ2 rα, f s with L “ ĂL` and R “ Rσ2 rα, f s. Note, by Proposition 2.4, that the mapping ĂL` :
L2,a
even
pRq Ñ L2,a´2p
even
pRq is an isomorphism. Hence it remains to verify that pα, fq ÞÑ Rσ2 rα, f s satisfies the
necessary hypotheses. This is done in the remainder of Section 6, culminating in Proposition 6.11.
6.1.3. Tools for estimation of the low frequency equation. To establish the properties of Rσ2
given in Proposition 6.1, we require a number of general tools. Recall that χ
hi
“ 1 ´ χ
lo
, where χ
lo
”
χr´λpαq´1,λpαq´1s , where λspαq is defined in (5.6). Note first that since p1` |Q|2q´2p ď |Q|´2p, we have
Lemma 6.3. Let 0 ă p ď 1. For any function pg P L2,a´2ppRq such that |Q|´2p pg P L2,apRQq , we have
}pg}L2,a´2p À ››|Q|´2ppgpQq ››L2,apRQq . (6.13)
The bound χ
hi
pQq|Q|´2p ď λpαq2p and Lemma 6.3 imply:
Lemma 6.4. Let 0 ă p ď 1. For any function pg P L2,apRq, we have
} χ
hi
pQq pgpQq }L2,a´2ppRQq À λpαq2p }pg}L2,apRq. (6.14)
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Lemma 6.5. Let 0 ă r ă 1 and p “ minp1, sq. For any function pg P L2,apRq, we have›››› χlopQq “ |Q|2p ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,a´2ppRQq
À dspαq } pg }L2,apRq , (6.15)
where dspαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0 is displayed in (1.33).
Proof of Lemma 6.5: Recall p “ ppsq “ minps, 1q. Proposition E.5 implies there exists fspQ;αq such that
supQPBα |fspQ;αq| À 1 and MsαpQq ´ |Q|2ppsq is equal to fspQ;αq times a function of α and Q, displayed
in (4.13). Recall that p “ ppsq “ minps, 1q and λspαq “
"
α1´r : s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαqq : s “ 1 . Furthermore, recall that
χ
lo
pQq “ χ `|Q| ď λpαq´1˘, and that λpαq´1 ď pi{α for α sufficiently small, implying supQ χlopQq |fspQ;αq| À
1.
First, suppose that s ‰ 1. We apply Lemma 6.3 to get›››› χlopQq “ |Q|2p ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,a´2ppRQq
À
›››› χlopQq |Q|´2p “ |Q|2p ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,apRQq
.
(6.16)
Hence, by (4.13) to prove the desired bound it suffices to bound the supremum of
χlopQq |Q|´2p
“ |Q|2p ´MsαpQq ‰ “ χlopQq
$’’&’’%
fspQ;αq |αQ|2p1´sq : s ă 1
fspQ;αq |αQ|2ps´1q : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqq fspQ;αq |αQ|2 : s “ 2
fspQ;αq |αQ|2 : 2 ă s ď 8
. (6.17)
For s ‰ 1, χlopQq projects onto the set where |αQ| ď αλspαq´1 “ αr and (6.15) follows in this case.
Finally, consider the case where s “ 1. In this case, p “ minps, 1q “ 1. Here we take λspαq´1 “
´ logpαq ą 1. To manage the logarithmic term in (6.16), note that
| logp|Q|q| |Q|2 ď 1
2e
when |Q| ď 1,
and | logp|Q|q| ď logp´ logpαqq when 1 ă |Q| ď λpαq´1 “ ´ logpαq. (6.18)
We therefore address the intervals |Q| ď 1 and |Q| ě 1 separately via projections. We use Lemma 6.3 and
the fact that p1` |Q|2q´2 ď 1 to get›››› χlo pQq “ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,a´2pRQq
ď
››››χp|Q| ď 1q χlo pQq “ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,a´2pRQq
`
››››χp|Q| ą 1q χlo pQq “ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,a´2pRQq
ď
››››χp|Q| ď 1q “ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,apRQq
`
››››χp|Q| ą 1q χlo pQq |Q|´2 “ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ‰ pgpQq ››››
L2,apRQq
(6.19)
The term localized on |Q| ď 1 is bounded, using the first estimate in (6.18) and (6.16), by χp|Q| ď
1q ˇˇ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ˇˇ À 1´ logpαq . The term localized to |Q| ě 1 is bounded using the second estimate in (6.18)
and (6.16), by χp|Q| ě 1qχ
lo
pQq |Q|´2 ˇˇ |Q|2 ´MsαpQq ˇˇ À logp´ logpαqqp´ logpαqq . Lemma 6.5 is proved. l
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that pf1 P L2,apRq and eC|Q|η pf1pQq P L2,apRQq for some η, C ą 0. Further, letpf2, pf3 P L2,apRq. Then, with χBα pQq “ χp|Q| ą pi{αq, we have››› χBα pf1 ›››L2,apRq À e´Cpiη{αη ››› eC|Q|η pf1pQq›››L2,apRQq , (6.20)›››› ´χBα pf1¯ ˚ pf2 ˚ pf3
››››
L2,a´2ppRq
À e´Cpiη{αη
››› eC|Q|η pf1pQq›››
L2,apRQq
››› pf2›››
L2,apRq
››› pf3›››
L2,apRq
. (6.21)
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The bound (6.20) follows from χBα
pQq e´C|Q|ηeC|Q|η ď e´Cpiη{αηeC|Q|η . The second follows from the first
and (1.31).
6.2. Part 2 of the proof of Proposition 6.1; Analysis of Rσ2 and derivation of estimates (6.5)
and (6.6). To bound Rσ2 : Rˆ L2,apRq ÞÑ L2,a´2ppRq, we use estimates (5.15) and (5.16) from Proposition
5.4, which are valid for 0 ă α ă α0. Note from (6.2) thatxE
lo
pQq “ χ
lo
pQqxE
lo
pQq. (6.22)
For any pf P L2,apRq, a direct computation using (6.3), (6.22), and the linearity of Rσ
L
and Rpert in their
second argument gives
DyE
lo
Rσ2 rα, xElos pfpQq “ χlopQq RσL ”α, χlo pfı pQq
` χ
lo
pQq Rσ
L
”
α,
´
DyE
lo
xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
¯ pfı pQq `Rpert ”α, pfı pQq
`DyE
lo
´
χ
lo
Rσ
NL
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı¯ pfpQq. (6.23)
Here,
DyE
lo
´
χ
lo
Rσ
NL
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı¯ pfpQq
“ χ
lo
pQq
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
„
6 SαJ ˚zEα,σJ ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 3 xE
lo
˚ xE
lo
˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 6 SαJ ˚ xElo ˚ ´DyE
lo
xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s ¨ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 3 xE
lo
˚ xE
lo
˚
´
DyE
lo
xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s ¨ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (6.24)
We now proceed to bound Rσ2 , given in (6.3) and DyE
lo
Rσ2 , given in (6.23), as maps from L2,a to L2,a´2p.
Proposition 6.7. Let 0 ă r ă 1, and 0 ă α ă α0. Rpertrα, pf s, defined in (6.4), satisfies››› Rpert ”α, pfı ›››
L2,a´2ppRq
À Espαq
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
. (6.25)
Here, Espαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0 is displayed in (1.32).
This proposition follows from Lemmata 6.4 and 6.5, and Proposition 1.31. Note that Espαq “ dspαq `
λpαq2p, where dspαq is given in (1.33).
Proposition 6.8. Let 0 ă r ă 1 and η “ minp2s, 1q. Let Rσ
L
be defined in (5.5) and let pf P L2,apRq.
Then there exist α0, C ą 0 such that for 0 ă α ă α0,››› χlo RσL ”α, χlo pfı ›››
L2,a´2ppRq
À e´C{αη
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
, (6.26)››› χlo RσL ”α, pfı›››
L2,a´2ppRq
À
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
. (6.27)
where RσL is given in (5.5).
Proof of Proposition 6.8: We use (1.31) extensively. From (5.5), we have for any pf P L2,apRq.
χlopQqRσL
”
α, pfı pQq ” χlopQqχBα pQq 34pi2
„ ÿ
m“´1,0,1
e2mpiiσ S ˚ S ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq ´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ pfpQq,
(6.28)
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which is linear in its second argument. First, we address the m “ 0 term. Recall that SpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq.
Since χBα `χBα “ 1, we have S ˚S ˚ pf ´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ pf “ ´2´χBα rψ¯ ˚ rψ ˚ pf `´χBα rψ¯ ˚´χBα rψ¯ ˚ pf . Therefore,
by Lemma 6.6 ››› S ˚ S ˚ pf ´ rψ ˚ rψ ˚ pf›››
L2,apRq
À e´C{αη
››› pf›››
L2,apRq
. (6.29)
For the m “ ˘1 terms, first note that by (1.31),›››S ˚ S ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq›››
L2,apRQq
ď
››› pf›››
L2,apRq
. (6.30)
Estimates (6.29) and (6.30) together imply (6.27).
To prove (6.26) we consider the m “ ˘1 terms. The integral to be bounded has variables Q, ξ, ζ P R
constrained by |ξ| ď piα , |ζ| ď piα , |Q| ď 1λpαq , and |ξ ` ζ ´Q ´ 2pim{α| ď 1λpαq . First assume m “ 1. Then,
ξ ` ζ ´ Q ´ 2piα ě ´ 1λpαq and therefore ξ ` ζ ě 2piα ´ 1λpαq ` Q ě 2piα
´
1´ αλpαq
¯
. Similarly when m “ ´1.
Then, ´ξ ´ ζ `Q ´ 2piα ě ´ 1λpαq and therefore ´ξ ´ ζ ě piα ´ 1λpαq ´Q ě 2piα
´
1´ αλpαq
¯
. Note also, by the
expression for λspαq in (5.6), that α{λspαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0. Therefore, in either case m “ ˘1, taking α small
enough that α{λpαq ď 1{2 gives (using Lemma A.1) |ξ|η ` |ζ|η ě |ξ` ζ|η ě ` 2piα ˘η ´1´ αλpαq¯η ě piηαη . Hence,
under these constraints on Q, ξ, ζ, we have 1 “ eC|ξ|η eC|ζ|η e´Cp|ξ|η`|ζ|ηq ď e´Cpiη{αη . Therefore,ˇˇˇˇ
χ
lo
pQq S ˚ S ˚
´
χ
lo
pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ˇˇˇˇ
ď χ
lo
pQq
ˆ
R
ˆ
R
|pχBα Sqpξq| |pχBα Sqpζq| |pχlo pfqpQ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpi{αq| dξ dζ
ď e´Cpiη{αη
ˆ
R
ˆ
R
eC|ξ|
η |Spξq| eC|ζ|η |Spζq| | pfpQ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpi{αq| dξ dζ, (6.31)
which using (1.31) gives, for some C ą 0,››› χlopQq S ˚ S ˚ ´χlo pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ›››
L2,a´2ppRQq
À e´C{αη
›››eC|Q|η SpQq ›››2
L2,apRQq
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
(6.32)
Estimates (6.29) and (6.32) complete the proof of Proposition 6.8. l
Proposition 6.9. Let 0 ă r ă 1. Let Rσ
NL
be defined in (5.5) and recall its derivative given in (6.24).
Then there exists α0, C ą 0 such that for 0 ă α ă α0,››› χlo RσNL ”α, xElo ` xEhirα, xElosı ›››
L2,a´2pRq
À e´C{λpαqη ` e´C{λpαqη
››› xElo ›››
L2,apRq
`
››› xElo ›››2
L2,apRq
`
››› xElo ›››3
L2,apRq
, (6.33)››› DyE
lo
´
χ
lo
Rσ
NL
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı¯ ›››
L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq
À e´C{λpαqη `
››› xElo ›››
L2,apRq
`
››› xElo ›››2
L2,apRq
. (6.34)
This follows from estimates (5.15) and (5.16), using (1.31).
Proposition 6.10. Let p “ minp1, sq and 0 ă r ă 1. Recall espαq, given in (1.32) . Let Dσ,α be defined
in (4.9). There exists α0 ą 0 such that for 0 ă α ă α0,
} χ
lo
Dσ,α rSs }L2,a´2ppRq À
ˆ
α
κspαq
˙1{2
espαq. (6.35)
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Proof of Proposition 6.10: We follow the proof from the nearest-neighbor case [23] and use } pf}L2,a´2ppRq ď
} pf}L2,apRq extensively. Recall from (4.9) that
Dσ,α rSs pQq “ R
F,1
rαs `Rσ
F,2
rαs (6.36)
where we have defined
R
F,1
rαs ” χBα pQq
˜
´r1`MsαpQqs SpQq `
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2
pS ˚ S ˚ SqpQq
¸
,
Rσ
F,2
rαs ” χBα pQq
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2 ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ pS ˚ S ˚ SqpQ´ 2mpi{αq. (6.37)
By Lemma 5.7, we have for some C ą 0,››› χlo RσF,2 ›››
L2,a´2ppRq
ď
››› Rσ
F,2
›››
L2,apRq
À e´C{αη . (6.38)
Next, we write SpQq “ rψpQq ´ χBα pQq rψpQq. Substituting into (6.37), we have
χ
lo
pQq R
F,1
rαs “ χ
lo
pQq
˜
´r1`MsαpQqs rψpQq ` ˆ 12pi
˙2 rψ ˚ rψ ˚ rψpQq¸ ,
´ χ
lo
pQq
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2 „
3
´
χBα
rψ¯ ˚ rψ ˚ rψpQq
` 3
´
χBα
rψ¯ ˚ ´χBα rψ¯ ˚ rψpQq
`
´
χBα
rψ¯ ˚ ´χBα rψ¯ ˚ ´χBα rψ¯ pQq

. (6.39)
To all convolutions involving χBα
rψ, we apply Lemma 6.6 to get another exponentially small bound À
e´Cpiη{αη in L2,apRq.
We finally turn our attention to the remaining terms in (6.39):
χ
lo
pQq
˜
´ “1` |Q|2p‰ rψpQq ` ˆ 1
2pi
˙2 rψ ˚ rψ ˚ rψpQq ` “|Q|2p ´MsαpQq‰ rψpQq
¸
“ χ
lo
pQq “|Q|2p ´MsαpQq‰ rψpQq, (6.40)
We apply Proposition 4.4 to obtain
›››χlopQq “|Q|2p ´MsαpQq‰ rψpQq›››
L2,apRQq
À pα{κspαqq1{2 espαq. This com-
pletes the proof of Proposition 6.10. l
We now apply Propositions 6.7 through 6.10, and estimates (5.15) and (5.16) to (6.3) and (6.23). This
implies estimates (6.5) and (6.6) and concludes the proof of Proposition 6.1.
6.3. Solution of the low frequency equation. We may now apply the implicit function theorem,
Lemma 6.2, to the rescaled low frequency equation (6.2).
Proposition 6.11. Let a ą 1{2, p “ minps, 1q, and 0 ă r ă 1. Then there exists 0 ă α2 ď α1 such
that for all α P p0, α2q, there exists an even (symmetric) solution xElo to (6.2) which satisfies›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
À
ˆ
α
κspαq
˙1{2
espαq, (6.41)
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where espαq Ñ 0 is given in (1.32). Furthermore, we have that xElo “ χlo xElo ; that is, xElopQq is supported on
Q P
”
´ 1λpαq , 1λpαq
ı
, where λpαq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0 is defined by λpαq “
"
αr´1, 0 ă r ă 1 : s ‰ 1
´1
logpαq : s “ 1 .
Proof of Proposition 6.11: By Proposition 2.4 ĂL` : L2,aevenpRq Ñ L2,a´2peven pRq is an isomorphism. Moreover,
by Proposition 6.1 the mapping pα, pEloq ÞÑ Rσ2 rα, pElos, maps L2,aevenpRq to L2,a´2peven pRq, and is continuous at
pα, xE
lo
q “ p0, 0q . Furthermore, by choosing α ă α1 the estimates (6.5) and (6.6) on Rσ2 rα, xElos hold. Hence,
hypotheses (6.10) and (6.11) of Lemma 6.2 are satisfied. Lemma 6.2 implies, for 0 ă α ă α2 ď α1, the
existence of xE
lo
satisfying the bound (6.41). l
We now complete the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 3.1 . From Proposition 5.4 we obtain xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s P
L2,a
even
pRq. Then, zEα,σpQq “ xE
lo
pQq ` xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq solves the corrector equation (5.3), and
zΦα,σpQq “ χBα pQq rψpQq `zEα,σpQq P L2,aevenpRq, (6.42)
is a solution to (4.9). As discussed in Section 4, Gα,σpqq, σ “ 0, 1{2, is constructed from yφσ,αpqq via
xφσpqq “ χBpqqxφσpqq “ ˆκspαqα2
˙1{2 ”
χBpqq rψ ´ qα¯`zEα,σ ´ qα¯ı , (6.43)
These details are similar to those in the local discrete case and we refer to Sections 6.4 and 6.5 of [23] .
7. Bound on the Peierles-Nabbaro barrier - Proof of Theorem 3.2. We now prove the differ-
ences N rGα,ons ´ N rGα,off s and HrGα,ons ´ HrGα,off s are bounded in magnitude by a quantity of order:
pκspαq{αq ¨ e´C{αη , for α small. Here, Gα,on “ tGα,onn unPZ and Gα,off “ tGα,offn unPZ are, respectively, onsite
and offsite solutions of the nonlocal DNLS equation. The parameter η “ ηpsq “ minp2s, 1q governs the
exponential decay rate of the continuum limit ground state solitary wave ppsq´ FNLS; see Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose G “ tGnunPZ is real-valued and solves non-local DNLS equation with inter-
action parameter s: 0 “ κspαq Gn ´ pLsGqn ´ pGnq3, n P Z. Then,ÿ
nPZ
|Gn|4 “ κspαq
ÿ
n
|Gn|2 ` 1
2
ÿ
mPZ
m‰0
ÿ
nPZ
J|m||Gm`n ´Gn|2 (7.1)
Proof of Proposition 7.1: Multiply the system by Gn, sum over all n P Z and then sum by parts. l
Using Proposition 7.1 and following the arguments of [23] (in particular, equation (7.9) of [23]) we obtain:
ˇˇˇˇ
N rGoff s ´N rGons
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
HrGoff s ´HrGons
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ˆ
κspαq
α
˙ ›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2,apRq
, (7.2)
Therefore, bounds on the PN-barrier are reduced to bounds on yΦoff´yΦon in L2,apRq. Here, yΦon ” {Φα,σ“0 andyΦoff ” {Φα,σ“1{2. Theorem 3.2 now follows directly from the following proposition, proved in the next section.
Proposition 7.2. Let α0 ą 0 be that prescribed in Theorem 3.1 and fix η “ minp2s, 1q. Then for
0 ă α ă α0, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2,apRq
À e´C{αη . (7.3)
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7.1. Estimation of the difference yΦoff ´yΦon; proof of Proposition 7.2 . The idea is to derive a
non-homogeneous equation for yΦdiff ” yΦoff´yΦon. We shall prove that this equation is driven by terms which
are exponential small in α due to uniform decay bounds on eµ|Q|ηzΦα,σpQq, η “ minps, 1q, for some µ ą 0.
Proposition 7.3. Let 0 ă α ă α0. Then yΦdiff “ yΦoff ´yΦon solves the following linear equation:
r1`MsαpQqs yΦdiff pQq ´ χBα pQq 14pi2
ˆyΦoff ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦdiff pQq
`yΦon ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦdiff pQq `yΦon ˚yΦon ˚ yΦdiff pQq “ R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı pQq, (7.4)
where the inhomogeneous right-hand side, involving only m “ ˘1 side-band terms, is given by
R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı pQq “ ´χBα pQq 14pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
ˆ yΦoff ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦoffpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` yΦon ˚yΦon ˚yΦonpQ´ 2mpi{αq˙, (7.5)
Recall from Theorem 5.1 that zΦσ,α P L2,apRq is well-defined, }zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq À 1, for α sufficiently small
and satisfies equation (4.9). Note that zΦσ,α is supported on Bα “ r´piα , piα s, an interval which grows as α Ó 0.
We begin by proving a uniform decay bound for zΦσ,α.
Proposition 7.4. For 0 ă α ă α2, let zΦσ,α P L2,a, a ą 1{2 denote the onsite (σ “ 0) and offsite
(σ “ 1{2) nonlocal DNLS solitary waves obtained in Theorem 3.1. Let η “ minp2s, 1q. Then there exist
constants µ “ µ
´
}zΦσ,α}L2,a¯ and C1 ą 0, independent of zΦσ,α and α, such that
}eµ|Q|ηzΦσ,α}L2,apRQq ď C1 }zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq. (7.6)
Proof of Proposition 7.4: pΦ solves
p1`MsαpQqq pΦpQq ´ 1p2piq2
1ÿ
m“´1
χBα pQqpΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦpQ´ 2mpi{αq. (7.7)
We shall apply Lemma F.2 from Appendix F with the identifications MpQq ” MsαpQq, A “ Bα , τm “
´2pim{α, and m “ ´1, 0, 1. We need to check that there exists DM ą 0 such that
paq χBα pQq |Q|
η
1`MsαpQq ď DM , and pbq χBα pQq |Q| ď |Q´ 2mpi{α|, m “ ´1, 0, 1. (7.8)
We need only focus on Q P B
α
. Consider the cases piq 1{2 ď s ď 8, s ‰ 1, piiq 1{4 ă s ă 1{2, s ‰ 1,
piiiq s “ 1. First, pbq holds for Q P B
α
“ “´piα , piα‰ easily.
Next, we prove paq : }eµ|Q|zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq ď C1 }zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq for s ě 1{2 and s ‰ 1. Here, η “
minp1, 2sq “ 1, and we apply Lemma F.2 to equation (4.9) for zΦσ,α, which gives decay „ e´C|Q| for zΦσ,α.
To see that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied, first note that for m P t´1, 0, 1u and Q P B
α
,
|Q| ď |Q ´ 2mpi{α|. For s ‰ 1 and p “ minp1, sq, recall from Lemma 5.6 that there exists C ą 0 such that
MsαpQq ě C|Q|2p, Q P Bα . This implies that, by maximization over Q,
χBα pQq |Q|
1`MsαpQq ď
χBα pQq |Q|
1` C |Q|2p ď
1
2p C1{2p
p2p´ 1qp2p´1q{2p , (7.9)
where we understand the right-hand side to mean C´1 for s “ p “ 1{2.
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Next, we prove paq for 1{4 ă s ă 1{2 such that η “ minp1, 2sq “ 2s. We again apply Lemma F.2, which
gives weaker decay „ e´C|Q|2s for zΦσ,α. We again recall from Lemma 5.6 (since for s ă 1, p “ minp1, sq “ s)
that there exists C ą 0 such that MsαpQq ě C|Q|2s, Q P Bα . This implies that
χBα pQq |Q|2s
1`MsαpQq ď
χBα pQq |Q|2s
1` C |Q|2s ď
1
C
. (7.10)
Finally, to satisfy paq from (7.8) when s “ 1, we require the following proposition.
Proposition 7.5. Let s “ 1 and let the spectral cutoff projections χ
hi
and χ
lo
be as defined in (5.7).
Then for α sufficiently small, there exists some C ą 0 such that
paq χBα pQq χhipQq MsαpQq ě C|Q| and pbq χp|Q| ą 1q χlopQq MsαpQq ě C|Q|2.
We defer the proof until later in this section. Proposition 7.5 implies that
χBα pQq |Q|
1`MsαpQq “ χBα pQq
ˆ
χp|Q| ď 1q |Q|
1`MsαpQq `
χp|Q| ą 1q |Q|
1`MsαpQq
˙
ď 1` χBα pQq
ˆ
χp|Q| ą 1q |Q|
1`MsαpQq
˙
ď 1` χp|Q| ą 1q χlopQq |Q|
1`MsαpQq `
χBα pQq χhipQq |Q|
1`MsαpQq
ď 1` χp|Q| ą 1q χlopQq |Q|
1` C|Q|2 `
χBα pQq χhipQq |Q|
1` C|Q| ď 1`
1
C1{2
` 1
C
“ Ds“1, (7.11)
such that the hypotheses of Lemma F.2 are again satisfied when s “ 1.
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.4. l
Proof of Proposition 7.5: Recall that for s “ 1, the the spectral projections give
χ
lo
pQq |Q| ď p´ logpαqq, χ
hi
pQq |Q| ě p´ logpαqq. (7.12)
Furthermore, recall from Lemma 5.6 that for s “ 1, χBα pQq MsαpQq ě Cp´ logpαqq |Q|2, such that
χBα pQq χhipQq MsαpQq ě
C
p´ logpαqq χhipQq |Q|
2 ě C|Q|. (7.13)
This proves paq. Next, we use the expansion from Proposition E.5 for s “ 1 and Q P B
α
“ “´piα , piα‰:
MsαpQq “ |Q|2 ` 1´ logpαq fspQ;αq
ˆ
3
2
´ logp|Q|q
˙
|Q|2 (7.14)
“ |Q|2
„
1` 1´ logpαq fspQ;αq
ˆ
3
2
´ logp|Q|q
˙
, |fspQ;αq| À 1. (7.15)
Recall that λpαq “ 1p´ logpαqq for s “ 1. Furthermore, recall that χlopQq “ χ
`|Q| ď λpαq´1˘, where λpαq´1 ď
pi{α for α sufficiently small, which implies that χ
lo
pQq |fspQ;αq| À 1. Therefore, we have
χp|Q| ą 1q χ
lo
pQq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
´ logpαq fspQ;αq
ˆ
3
2
´ logp|Q|q
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
À 1` logp´ logpαqqp´ logpαqq . (7.16)
such that for α sufficiently small, there exists C ą 0 such that
χp|Q| ą 1q χ
lo
pQq
ˆ
1` 1´ logpαq fspQ;αq
ˆ
3
2
´ logp|Q|q
˙
ě C. (7.17)
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.5. l
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Next, we derive the equation for yΦdiff “ yΦoff ´yΦon.
Proposition 7.6. Let 0 ă α ă α0 and η “ minp2s, 1q. Then, the non-homogeneous source term in
equation (7.4) for yΦdiff pQq and satisfies the bound: ›››Rdiff ”yΦoff ,yΦonı›››
L2,apRq
À e´Cpiη{αη .
Proof of Proposition 7.6 : We apply Lemma 5.7 and Proposition 7.4. This gives›››χBα pQq xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσpQ´ 2mpi{αq›››L2,apRQq À e´Cpiη{αη , m “ ˘1. l
We now use Proposition 7.6 to prove the exponential bound (7.3) on yΦdiff . We use a Lyapunov-Schmidt
reduction argument, analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We summarize the argument since
the details are now quite familiar. Introduce
zΦdiff
lo
pQq ” χ
lo
pQq yΦdiff pQq, and zΦdiff
hi
pQq ” χ
hi
pQq yΦdiff pQq. (7.18)
Solving for zΦdiff
hi
as a functional of zΦdiff
lo
and estimation of the mapping yields:
›››yΦdiff
hi
›››
L2,apRq
À
$’’&’’%
α2pp1´rq
ˆ›››yΦdiff
lo
›››
L2,apRq
` e´Cpiη{αη
˙
: s ‰ 1
1
p´ logpαqq
ˆ›››yΦdiff
lo
›››
L2,apRq
` e´Cpi{α
˙
: s “ 1
, (7.19)
yΦdiff
lo
satisfies an inhomogeneous equation forced by χ
lo
R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı which satisfies the exponential
bound of Proposition 7.6. A simple bootstrap argument using (7.19) and the bounds on yΦoff and yΦon
give
›››yΦdiff
lo
›››
L2,apRq
À e´Cpiη{αη , for α sufficiently small. Since zΦdiff “ zΦdiff
lo
`zΦdiff
hi
, the bound (7.19) implies
the assertion of Proposition 7.2. l
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
8. Higher order expansions in α of Gα,on and Gα,off . In this section, we provide a general outline
for how to extend the expansion of Gα,σ to higher order in α, for α small. The structure of the expansion,
and in particular the precise expansion parameter, depends on the analytic properties of MsαpQq, which is
expressible in terms of the polylogarithms (see Appendix E). We have
Proposition 8.1. Let MsαpQq be given in (4.2) with Jsm given in (1.17). Then for |Q| ď pi{α,
MsαpQq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
|Q|2s ` 2Cs
ř8
j“1
ζp1`2s´2jq
p2jq! p´1qj`1 α2j´2s |Q|2j : s ă 1
|Q|2 ` 1Cs p´ logpαqq
“
3
2 ´ logp|Q|q
‰ |Q|2
` 2Cs p´ logpαqq
ř8
j“2
ζp3´2jq
p2jq! p´1qj`1 α2j´2 |Q|2j : s “ 1
|Q|2 ` ´2Γp´2sq cosppisqCs α2s´2 |Q|2s
` 2Cs
ř8
j“2
ζp1`2s´2jq
p2jq! p´1qj`1 α2j´2 |Q|2j : 1 ă s ă 8, s R N
|Q|2 ` 2p´1qsCs p2sq!
”
´
´ř2s
j“1
1
j
¯
` logpαq ` logp|Q|q
ı
α2s´2 |Q|2s
` 2Cs
ř8
j“2
j‰s
ζp1`2s´2jq
p2jq! p´1qj`1 α2j´2 |Q|2j : 1 ă s ă 8, s P N
|Q|2 ` 2Cs
ř8
k“1
`ř8
m“1 m2k`2 e´γm
˘ p´1qk α2k |Q|2k`2
p2k`2q! : s “ 8
(8.1)
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Proof of Proposition 8.1: We follow the approach in Appendix E and Proposition E.5.
Let q “ Qα P B “ r´pi, pis. Recall that Mspqq “ 1Cs
ř8
m“1
4 sin2pqm{2q
m1`2s for 0 ă s ă 8 and Mspqq “
1
C8
ř8
m“1 4e´γm sin
2pqm{2q, γ ą 0, for s “ 8. Here, Cs ą 0 is defined in (3.1). Also recall that κspαq is
defined in (1.21).
Case 1: Let 1`2s R N, s ‰ 8. Expand 4 sin2pqm{2q “ 2´eiqm´e´iqm, and note that since |q| ď pi ă 2pi,
we may apply Lemma E.3 to obtain (E.6):
Cs M
spqq “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq |q|2s ` 2
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j . (8.2)
Applying the rescaling q “ Qα gives
MsαpQq “ 1κspαqM
spQαq “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq
Cs κspαq α
2s |Q|2s `
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
Cs κspαq p2jq! p´1q
j`1α2j |Q|2j . (8.3)
The series is absolutely convergent on Q “ q{α P “´piα , piα‰ due to Proposition E.2. To obtain (8.1) for
1`2s R N, s ‰ 8, recall that Cs “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq, κspαq “ α2s for s ă 1 and Cs “ ζp2s´1q, κspαq “ α2
for s ą 1.
Case 2: Let 1 ` 2s P N, s ‰ 8. Again expand 4 sin2pqm{2q “ 2 ´ eiqm ´ e´iqm, and note that since
|q| ď pi ă 2pi, we may apply Lemma E.4 to obtain (E.8):
Mspqq “ 2 cosppisqp2sq!
«
´
˜
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
¸
` logp|q|q
ff
|q|2s ` pi cos ppips´ 1{2qqp2sq! |q|
2s
` 2
8ÿ
j“1
j‰s
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j . (8.4)
Applying the rescaling q “ Qα gives
MsαpQq “ 1κspαqM
spQαq “ 2 cosppisq
Cs κspαq p2sq!
«
´
˜
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
¸
` logpαq ` logp|Q|q
ff
α2s |Q|2s
` pi cos ppips´ 1{2qq
Cs κspαq p2sq! α
2s |Q|2s ` 2
8ÿ
j“1
j‰s
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
Cs κspαq p2jq! p´1q
j`1α2j |Q|2j . (8.5)
The infinite series is absolutely convergent on Q “ q{α P “´piα , piα‰ due to Proposition E.2. To obtain
(8.1) for for 1 ` 2s P N, s ‰ 8, recall that Cs “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq, κspαq “ α2s for s “ 1{2 and Cs “
ζp2s´ 1q, κspαq “ α2 for s ą 1. For s “ 1, recall that Cs “ 1 and κspαq “ p´ logpαqq α2. We now repeat
Remark E.1 here.
Remark 8.1. Note that one of the first two terms in (E.9) will be zero, depending on whether s P N or
s “ p2k ` 1q{2 for k P N.
Furthermore, in the case where s “ p2k`1q{2 for k P N, the series in (E.9) is finite. To see this, observe
from Proposition E.2 that the “trivial zeros” of the zeta function on the real line lie occur at negative even
integers. In the series above, this occurs when 1` 2s´ 2j ď ´2 ùñ j ě s` 3{2.
We also note that for s “ p2k ` 1q{2 for k P N, the expansion (E.9) is compatible with the expansion
(E.7) where we assumed that 1` 2s R N. To see this we use Euler’s reflection formula from Proposition E.1
to obtain, for k P N, equation (E.10):
lim
sÑ 2k´12
´ 2 Γp´2sq cosppisq “ pip´1q
s´1{2
p2sq!
ˇˇˇˇ
s“ 2k´12
. (8.6)
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Case 3: Finally, let s “ 8. We have Msαpqq “ 1C8 α2
ř8
m“1 4e´γm sin
2pQmα{2q, γ ą 0, κspαq “ α2,
and Q P r´piα , piα s. Taylor expansion about Qα “ 0 gives
4 sin2pQmα{2q
α2
“ 2
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qk α2k m2k`2 |Q|2k`2
p2k ` 2q! . (8.7)
In turn,
MsαpQq “ 1Cs
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
m2 e´γm
¸
|Q|2 ` 2
Cs
8ÿ
k“1
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
m2k`2 e´γm
¸
p´1qk α2k |Q|2k`2
p2k ` 2q! . (8.8)
Observe that ˜ 8ÿ
m“1
m2 e´γm
¸
“ exppγqpexppγq ` 1qpexppγq ´ 1q3 “ C8. (8.9)
This gives (8.1) for s “ 8. This completes the proof of Proposition 8.1. l
Consider the equation (4.9), Dσ,α
”pΦı “ 0, for the rescaled s-nonlocal DNLS solitary wave pΦpQq sup-
ported on Bα . Consider the case where s R N , s “ b1{b2 where b1, b2 P N. By Lemma 5.7 and Proposition
7.4, we have ›››Rσ1 rxΦσs›››
L2,apRq
À Opα8q. (8.10)
Furthermore, we have
Lemma 8.2. Let s R N and s “ b1{b2 reduced rational for b1, b2 P N. Then for τ “ 2{b2 and Q P Bα ,
there exists a sequence Mk P R, k “ 1, 2, . . . , such that tMkukPN P l1pNq and
MsαpQq “ |Q|2p `
8ÿ
k“1
Mk α
jτ |Q|jτ`2p. (8.11)
Proof of Lemma 8.2: First consider the case 1{4 ă s ă 1. Then p “ minp1, sq “ s and by (8.1) with
τ “ 2{b2,
MsαpQq “ |Q|2s ` 2Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 α2j´2s |Q|2j´2s |Q|2s
“ |Q|2s ` 2
Cs
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 ατpb2j´b1q |Q|τpb2j´b1q |Q|2s. (8.12)
Taking Mk ” 2 ζp1`2s´2jqCs p2jq! p´1qj`1 if k “ b2j´b1 and Mk ” 0 otherwise completes the proof for 1{4 ă s ă 1.
Next, consider 1 ă s ă 8, s R N. Then p “ minp1, sq “ 1 and by (8.1) with τ “ 2{b2,
MsαpQq “ |Q|2 ` 2Cs
ˆ
´ Γp´2sq cosppisq α2s´2 |Q|2s´2
`
8ÿ
j“2
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 α2j´2 |Q|2j´2
˙
|Q|2
“ |Q|2 ` 2
Cs
ˆ
´ Γp´2sq cosppisq ατpb1´b2q |Q|τpb1´b2q
`
8ÿ
j“2
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 ατb2pj´1q |Q|τb2pj´1q
˙
|Q|2. (8.13)
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Taking Mk “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisqCs if k “ b1 ´ b2, Mk ” 2 ζp1`2s´2jqCs p2jq! p´1qj`1 if k “ b2pj ´ 1q and Mk ” 0
otherwise completes the proof of Lemma 8.2 for 1 ă s ă 8, s R N. l
Using the above expansion of MsαpQq, we construct sequence of solutions to (4.9), which to arbitrary
order pατ qJ , can be approximated by a sums of the form:
SσJ “ χBα pQq F0pQq `
Jÿ
j“1
χBα pQq αjτ FjpQq, J P N, (8.14)
with decreasing residuals: }Dα,σ rSσJ s }L2,a “ O
`
ατpJ`1q
˘
and higher order corrector:
Theorem 8.3. Let s R N and s “ b1{b2 reduced rational for b1, b2 P N. Then there exists, for any J ě 1,
SσJ given by (8.14), such that }Dα,σ rSσJ s }L2,a “ O
`
ατpJ`1q
˘
. Furthermore, zΦσ,α, the solution of (4.9), is
given by zΦσ,α “ SσJ `zEσ,αJ , where }zEσ,αJ }L2,apRq À α2J`2.
We next explain the construction of the sequence FjpQq, j ě 0. The proof of Theorem 8.3 uses a
Lyapunov-Schmidt strategy analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. The steps in the proof are
analogous to those of the nearest neighbor case; see [23].
To construct the sequence Fj , we use Lemma 8.2 and consider the related equation
r1`MsαpQqs F pQq ´ 14pi2 pF ˚ F ˚ F q pQq “ 0 . (8.15)
Using the power series expansion from Lemma 8.2, we may construct a formal power series expansion in ατ
for FαpQq:
FαpQq “ F0pQq `
8ÿ
j“1
αjτ FjpQq, (8.16)
Substituting (8.16) into (8.15), we obtain a hierarchy of equations for FjpQq at each order of ατj , j ě 0.
Each term FjpQq will have support on all R and can be shown to decay exponentially as |Q| Ñ 8. The
deviation of (8.15) from the equation (4.9), Dσ,α
”pΦı “ 0, for the rescaled s-nonlocal DNLS solitary wavepΦpQq are terms of the form:
´
´
1´ χBα pQq
¯
r1`MsαpQqsF pQq ` 14pi2
´
1´ χBα pQq
¯
pFα ˚ Fα ˚ FαqpQq `Rα,σ1 rFαspQq, (8.17)
whose norms at each order in ατj can be shown to be beyond all polynomial orders in α as α Ñ 0, i.e.
Opαmq, for all m ě 1, in L2,apR; dQq with a ą 1{2. Therefore, we expect that if zΦα,σpQq is a solution of
(4.9), then the function χBα pQq FαpQq, where Fα solves (8.15), formally solves (4.9) with an error which is
beyond all polynomial orders in α2, i.e.›››Dα,σ ” χBα Fα ı ›››L2,apR;dQq “ Opα8q (8.18)
We proceed by outlining the derivation of the formal asymptotic expansion. Substituting of (8.16) into
(8.17), we obtain a hierarchy of equations for Fj .
Opα0q equation : “1` |Q|2p‰ F0pQq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2
F0 ˚ F0 ˚ F0pQq “ 0. (8.19)
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Equation (8.19) is the Fourier transform of continuum FNLS (1.8). Denote by
F0pQq “ rψpQq “ FC rψs pQq, (8.20)
where ψpxq is the unique (up to translation) positive and decaying solution of NLS. ψpxq is real-valued and
radially symmetric about some point, which we take to be x “ 0. By Proposition 2.3 there exists C0 ą 0
such that for η “ minp1, 2sq,
eC0|Q|
η rψpQq P L2,apRq. (8.21)
At each order in α2, we shall derive an equation for FjpQq of the general form:ĂL` F 7pQq “ F 5pQq. (8.22)
It is important for us to understand how decay properties F 5pQq propagate to the solution F 7pQq.
Proposition 8.4. Fix a ą 1{2 and η “ minp1, 2sq. Suppose that F 5pQq P L2,a
even
pR; dQq and that there
exists a constant C5 ą 0 such that eC5|Q|ηF 5pQq P L2,apR; dQq. Then there exists a solution of (8.22),
F 7pQq P L2,a
even
pR; dQq. Furthermore, we have eC5|Q|ηF 7pQq P L2,apR; dQq.
Since F 5pQq is even it is L2pR; dQq orthogonal to the kernel of ĂL` “ spantQ rψpQqu. Therefore, F 7 “´ĂL`¯´1 F 5 P L2,a`2peven pR; dQq; see Proposition 2.4. A detailed proof that the exponential decay rate is
preserved is given for the case of nearest-neighbor DNLS in [22]. The idea is to break F 7 into its low
(|Q| ď ´1) and high (|Q| ě ´1) frequency components, Flo, and Fhi,. The norm }eC5|Q|ηFlo,}L2,a is
bounded in terms of }F 7}L2,a . The norm }eC5|Q|ηFhi,}L2,a is controlled by a boot-strap argument using that
χp|Q| ě ´1qp1` |Q|2pq´1 F0 ˚ F0 ˚ Fhi, has L2,a´ norm which is bounded by „ 2p }eC5|Q|ηFhi,}L2,a .
We now turn to the hierarchy of equations at order ατj , beginning with j “ 1. We find“
1` |Q|2p‰ F1pQq ´ 3
4pi2
rψ ˚ rψ ˚ F1pQq “ ´M1 |Q|2p`τ rψpQq, (8.23)
or
Opατ q equation : ĂL` F1pQq “ ´M1 |Q|2p`τ rψpQq. (8.24)
Here, L` “ p´∆xqp ` 1 ´ 3ψ2pxq, is the linearization of the continuum NLS operator about ψpxq. By
Proposition 8.4, F1pQq “ ´
´ĂL`¯´1 ´M1 |Q|2p`τ rψpQq¯ P L2,aevenpRq. Since (8.24) has real-valued forcing, F1
is real-valued. Let C5 “ 3C0{4 and note }eC5|Q|η |Q|2p`τ rψ}L2,a À }eC0|Q|η rψ}L2,a Therefore, e 3C04 |Q|ηF1pQq P
L2,apR; dQq for a ą 1{2.
We now proceed to inductively construct and bound the sequence FjpQq, j ě 1 using Proposition 8.4
and the following two lemmata, which are proved in detail in [22] for the case η “ 1. The generalization
follows the same proof.
Lemma 8.5. Fix a ą 1{2 and η “ minp1, 2sq. Suppose that rf1, rf2 P L2,aevenpRq. Then rf1 ˚ rf2 P L2,aevenpRq.
Suppose further that there exist c1, c2 ą 0 such that ec1|Q|η rf1pQq P L2,apRq, ec2|Q|η rf2pQq P L2,apRQq. Then
for c3 “ minpc1, c2q, we have ec3|Q|η rf1 ˚ rf2pQq P L2,aevenpRQq and››› ec3|Q|η p rf1 ˚ rf2qpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
À
››› ec3|Q|η rf1pQq ›››
L2,apRQq
››› ec3|Q|η rf2pQq ›››
L2,apRQq
. (8.25)
Lemma 8.5 is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.5 and appropriately distributing the exponential weights,
and c3|Q|η ´ c1|Q´ ξ|η ´ c2|ξ|η ď 0, which follows from Lemma A.1.
Lemma 8.6. Fix a ą 1{2, η “ minp1, 2sq, and k P N. Suppose that rf P L2,a
even
pRq and that there exists
c1 ą 0 such that ec1|Q|η rfpQq P L2,apRq. Then |Q|2k rf P L2,aevenpRq and for any 0 ă c2 ă c1, we have›››ec2|Q|η |Q|2k rf›››
L2,apRq
ď e´ 2kη
„
2k
ηpc1 ´ c2q
2k{η ››› ec1|Q|η rfpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
. (8.26)
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Lemma 8.6 follows from ec2|Q|η |Q|2k| rfpQq| ď e´ 2kη ” 2kηpc1´c2qı2k{η ¨ ec1|Q|η | rfpQq| and then taking the L2,a
norm.
Proposition 8.7. Let j ě 1. The equation for Fj at order Opατjq, independent of α and σ, is given by
Opατjq equation : ĂL` FjpQq “ ´ j´1ÿ
k“0
Mj´k |Q|pj´kqτ`2p FkpQq,
` 1p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq ” Hj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s pQq, (8.27)
and has the unique solution
Fj “
´ĂL`¯´1 ˆHj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s˙ P L2,aevenpR; dQq. (8.28)
Furthermore, Fj is real-valued and e
Cj |Q|η FjpQq P L2,apR; dQq, where Cj ” C0
`
1
2 ` 12j`1
˘ ě C02 and C0 ą 0
is as in (8.21).
Proof of Proposition 8.7: We induct to solve at each order in ατj . Let F0pQq ” rψpQq, which solves (8.19),
is real-valued, and satisfies eC0|Q|ηF0pQq P L2,apR; dQq. Fix m ě 2 and assume that for 1 ď j ď m ´ 1,
FjpQq P L2,aevenpRq satisfies (8.27) and is real-valued. Furthermore, assume that
eCj |Q|
η
FjpQq P L2,apR; dQq, Cj ” C0
ˆ
1
2
` 1
2j`1
˙
ě C0
2
. (8.29)
We have already proven above that these inductive hypotheses hold for j “ 1. We expand
MαpQq “ |Q|2p `
8ÿ
j“1
ατj Mj |Q|τj`2p, FαpQq “
8ÿ
j“0
ατj FjpQq, (8.30)
and substitute into (8.15). Using (8.19) for F0pQq ” rψpQq we obtain
8ÿ
j“1
ατj ĂL` FjpQq “ ´ 8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
k“0
ατj`τk Mj |Q|τj`2p FkpQq `
8ÿ
j“1
α2j
p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FmpQq
“
8ÿ
j“1
α2j
ˆ
´
j´1ÿ
k“0
Mj´k |Q|τj´τk`2p FkpQq ` 1
4pi2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
˙
. (8.31)
Applying the inductive hypothesis (8.27) for 1 ď j ď m´ 1 and dividing by ατm, (8.31) becomes
ĂL` FmpQq ` ατ „ 8ÿ
j“m`1
ατj´τpm`1q ĂL` FjpQq
“ ´
m´1ÿ
k“0
Mm´k |Q|τpm´kq`2p FkpQq ` 1p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“m
0ďk,l,zăm
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
` ατ
„ 8ÿ
j“m`1
ατj´τpm`1q
ˆ
´
j´1ÿ
k“0
Mj´k |Q|τpj´kq`2p FkpQq ` 1
4pi2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
˙
. (8.32)
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Since τj ´ τpm ` 1q ě 0 for j ě m ` 1, the bracketed terms with coefficient ατ are Opατ q. Therefore the
terms of order precisely ατm are given by(8.27). This establishes the case: j “ m.
We now prove that (8.27) has a solution, Fm satisfying (8.29) with j “ m. First, applying Lemmata 8.5
and 8.6 to the right hand side of (8.27) for j “ m, Hm, we have that Hm P L2,aeven with the bound:››› eCm|Q|η Hm rF0, . . . , Fm´1s pQq ›››
L2,apR;dQq
À λm, (8.33)
where Cm “ C0 ` 12 ` 12m`1 ˘ and
λm ” 2
m´1ÿ
k“0
e
´ 2k
η
„
2k
ηpc1 ´ c2q
2k{η ››› eCk|Q|η FkpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
` 1p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“m
0ďk,l,zăm
››› eCk|Q|η FkpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
››› eCl|Q|η FlpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
››› eCz |Q|η FzpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
. (8.34)
Proposition 8.4 implies that there exists a unique solution FmpQq P L2,aevenpRq to equation (8.27) with eCm|Q|
η
FmpQq P
L2,apRq. Finally, to see that Fm is real-valued, note that equation (8.27) for Fm is a linear with inhomogeneous forcing
on the right-hand-side given by Hm rF0, . . . , Fm´1s, which is necessarily real-valued for Fj real-valued, j “ 0, . . . ,m´1.
This completes the proof of Proposition 8.7. l
Appendix A. A subadditivity inequality.
Lemma A.1. For x, y P R and 0 ă p ď 1, we have |x` y|p ď |x|p ` |y|p.
Proof of Lemma A.1: The result is trivial for η “ 1. The result also holds trivially for x “ 0 or y “ 0, so we assume
x ‰ 0 and y ‰ 0. First let x ą 0 and y ă 0 (or x ă 0 and y ą 0). Then |x` y|η ď max t|x|η, |y|ηu ď |x|η ` |y|η. Now
let x ą 0 and y ą 0. Then
|x` y|η “ |x` y||x` y|1´η ď
|x| ` |y|
|x` y|1´η “
ˆ |x|
|x` y|
˙1´η
|x|η `
ˆ |y|
|x` y|
˙1´η
|y|η ď |x|η ` |y|η, (A.1)
where we have used that |x||x` y|´1 ď 1, |y||x` y|´1 ď 1, for x ą 0, y ą 0. l
Appendix B. Properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform. In this section, we prove some general
properties of the discrete Fourier transform as defined in (1.24).
Lemma B.1. For u “ tununPZ P l1pZq X l2pZq and vn ” um`n ´ un, pvpqq “ pe´iqm ´ 1q pupqq.
Lemma B.2. For any two functions u, v P l1pZq X l2pZq, and with their product given by u ¨ v “ tunvnunPZ,
FD ru ¨ vspqq “ xuvpqq “ p2piq´1 pu ˚1 pvpqq. where the periodic convolution ˚1 is defined in (1.26).
Lemma B.3.
1. Assume pu, pv P L1
loc
pRq. Then, for any constant C,
´
eiCp¨qpu¯ ˚1 ´eiCp¨qpv¯ pqq “ eiCq ppu ˚1 pvq pqq.
2. (Commutativity) For 2pi-periodic functions pu , pv P L1
loc
pRq, we have
pu ˚1 pvpqq “ pv ˚1 pupqq. (B.1)
Lemma B.4. For three functions pu, pv, pw P L1
loc
pRq, we have pu ˚1 rpv ˚1 pws pqq “ pv ˚1 rpu ˚1 pws pqq. Note that pu, pv,
and pw need not be periodic.
Lemma B.5. Let pu, pv P L1
loc
pRq be even such that pup´qq “ pupqq and pvp´qq “ pvpqq . Then pu ˚α pv is also even.
That is, pu ˚α pvp´qq “ pu ˚α pvpqq.
The proof of Lemma B.5 also provides us with similar result for standard convolutions on the line.
Corollary B.6. Let pu, pv P L1
loc
pRq be even such that pup´qq “ pupqq and pvp´qq “ pvpqq . Then pu ˚ pv is also even.
That is, pu ˚ pvp´qq “ pu ˚ pvpqq.
Appendix C. Properties of the operator L- proof of Proposition 1.1. In this section, we prove
Proposition 1.1 on properties of the non-local linear difference operator L given by
pLuqn ”
ÿ
mPZ
J|m´n| pum ´ unq, tJ|m|umPZ P l1pZq, J0 “ 0, Jm ě 0. (C.1)
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Boundness , }Lu}l2pZq ď }J}l1pZq }u}l2pZq, follows by Young’s inequality.
Self-adjointness of L on l2pZq follows since pLuqn “
ř
m Lmnum, where Lmn “ J|m´n| ´ }J}l1pZqδmn.
Non-negativity of ´L: By Young’s inequality, xLu, uy “ řnPZřmPZ J|m´n| um un ´ }J}l1pZq }u}2l2pZq ď 0.
Dispersion relation of ´L: This is a consequence of the following
Lemma C.1. Assume J “ tJmumPZ is non-non-negative, real-valued, symmetric (such that Jm “ J´m, and in
J P l1pZq. Then for any function u P l1pZq X l2pZq,
zpLuqpqq “ ´4 8ÿ
m“1
Jm sin
2pqm{2q pupqq . (C.2)
Proof of Lemma C.1: First, observe that
FD
»——– ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
J|m´n| un
fiffiffifl pqq “ ÿ
nPZ
e´iqn
ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
J|m´n| un “
ÿ
nPZ
e´iqn
ÿ
mPZ
m‰0
J|m| un
“ 2
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
Jm
¸ ˜ÿ
nPZ
e´iqn un
¸
“ 2
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
Jm
¸ pupqq. (C.3)
Next
FD
»——– ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
J|m´n| um
fiffiffifl pqq “ ÿ
nPZ
e´iqn
ÿ
mPZ
m‰n
J|m´n| um “
ÿ
mPZ
ÿ
nPZ
n‰m
e´iqnJ|m´n| um
“ ÿ
mPZ
ÿ
nPZ
n‰0
e´iqpn`mqJ|n| um “
ÿ
mPZ
e´iqm
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
nPZ
m‰0
J|n| e´iqn
‹˛‹‚ um
“
˜ 8ÿ
n“1
Jn re´iqn ` eiqns
¸ ˜ ÿ
mPZ
e´iqmum
¸
“
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
Jm re´iqm ` eiqms
¸ pupqq. (C.4)
Therefore, since 4 sin2pqm{2q “ 2´ e´iqm ´ eiqm, we have
FD r´Lus pqq “
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
Jm re´iqm ` eiqm ´ 2s
¸ pupqq “ ´4 8ÿ
m“1
Jm sin
2pqm{2q pupqq. (C.5)
Appendix D. Implicit Function Theorem. In this section, we state a variant of the implicit function
theorem which is used in the proofs in Section 4.
Theorem D.1. (Implicit Function Theorem) Assume the following hypotheses.
1. X, Y , and Z are Banach spaces.
2. The mapping f : r0, 1s ˆ X ˆ Y Ñ Z, pα, x, yq ÞÑ fpα, x, yq, satisfies fp0, 0, 0q “ 0 and is continuous at
p0, 0, 0q.
3. For all pα, xq P r0, 1sˆX, the mapping y ÞÑ fpα, x, yq is Fre´chet differentiable which we denote Dyfpα, x, yq :
Y Ñ Z. Furthermore, the mapping pα, x, yq ÞÑ Dyfpα, x, yq is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
4. Dyfp0, 0, 0q is an isomorphism of Y onto Z.
Then there exist α0, δ, κ ą 0 such that for pα, xq P r0, α0qˆBδp0q, there exists a unique map y˚ : r0, α0qˆBδp0q ÞÑ Y
such that y˚rα, xs is well-defined on r0, α0q ˆBδp0q and
y˚r0, 0s “ 0, }y˚rα, xs}Y ď κ, (D.1)
lim
pα,xqÑp0,0q
y˚rα, xs “ y˚r0, 0s “ 0, fpα, x, y˚rα, xsq “ 0. (D.2)
Suppose also that
5. For all pα, yq P r0, 1sˆY , the mapping x ÞÑ fpα, x, yq is Fre´chet differentiable, which we denote Dxfpα, x, yq :
Y Ñ Z. Furthermore, the mapping pα, x, yq ÞÑ Dxfpα, x, yq is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
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Then Dxy˚rα, xs : X Ñ Y exists and is continuous.
This variant of the standard implicit function theorem [36] is directly applicable to our setting. In particular, we
include the parameter α ą 0 explicitly and require only that fpα, x, zq and Dxfpα, x, yq be continuous at the origin.
The complete proof may be found in [23].
Appendix E. Special functions Lispzq, ζpzq, Γpzq; the dispersion relation Mspqq of ´Ls.
This section contains key calculations for the proofs of Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 6.5 on the asymptotics of
the scaled dispersion relation MsαpQq : MsαpQq » |Q|2p as αÑ 0 for p “ minp1, sq and 0 ă s ď 8. The key result is
given in Proposition E.5.
Recall that Mspqq is the dispersion relation for the operator ´Ls. Recall from Lemma C.1 that Mspqq “
1
Cs
ř8
m“1
4 sin2pqm{2q
m1`2s for 0 ă s ă 8 and Mspqq “ 1C8
ř8
m“1 4e
´γm sin2pqm{2q, γ ą 0, for s “ 8. As noted in Section
1.4, the factor Cs and the α-dependent rescalings are introduced so that the asymptotic coefficient of |Q|2p is one.
We introduce the polylogarithm:
Lispzq ”
8ÿ
m“1
zm
ms
. (E.1)
for z P C, s P R. Observe in particular that for cases in which |z| “ 1 and s ą 1, the series Lispzq clearly converges.
We also make use of the ζ and Γ functions, defined to be the analytic continuation on z P C of the functions defined
by
ζpzq “
8ÿ
j“1
1
mz
, for Re z ą 1, Γpzq “
ˆ 8
0
xz´1 e´xdx for Re z ą 0. (E.2)
The following two propositions ensure that the ζ and Γ functions are well-behaved in all of their appearances in
this paper, in the sense that they are not singular or do not grow asymptotically when they appear in infinite series.
Proposition E.1 (Properties of the Γ function on R, [19]).
1. For z P R fixed with z ą 0, Γpzq is continuous and finite.
2. (Euler’s reflection formula) For any z R Z, we have Γpzq Γp1´ zq “ pi
sinppizq .
Proposition E.2 (Properties of the ζ function on R, [8]).
1. For z P R fixed with z ‰ 1, ζpzq is continuous and finite.
2. For z P R fixed with z ą 1, |ζpzq| ď 1` 1
z´1 .
3. For z P R, lim
zÑ´8ζpzq “ 0.
4. (Trivial zeroes) Let z “ ´2n for n P N. Then ζpzq “ 0.
We require the following lemmata which express the polylogarithm of an exponential function.
Lemma E.3. [56] Let s R N, s ą 1. Let |µ| ă 2pi. Then
Lis peµq “ Γp1´ sqp´µqs´1 `
8ÿ
j“0
ζps´ jq
j!
µj . (E.3)
Lemma E.4. [56] Let s P N, s ą 1. Let |µ| ă 2pi. Then
Lis peµq “ µ
s´1
ps´ 1q!
«
sÿ
j“1
1
j
´ logp´µq
ff
`
8ÿ
j“0
j‰s´1
ζps´ jq
j!
µj . (E.4)
We now use Proposition E.1 through Lemma E.4 to prove the following result on the asymptotics of the scaled
dispersion relation MsαpQq.
Proposition E.5. Let Q P Bα “
“´ pi
α
, pi
α
‰
, let Cs ą 0 be defined in (3.1), and let κspαq ą 0 be defined in (1.21).
Then there exists a function fspQ;αq such that |fspQ;αq| À 1 and
MsαpQq “ 1
κspαqM
spQαq “ |Q|2p `
$’’’’&’’’’%
α2´2s fspQ;αq |Q|2 : s ă 1
1
´ logpαq fspQ;αq
`
3
2
´ logp|Q|q˘ |Q|2 : s “ 1
α2s´2 fspQ;αq |Q|2s : 1 ă s ă 2
p´ logpαqq α2 fspQ;αq |Q|4 : s “ 2
α2 fspQ;αq |Q|4 : 2 ă s ď 8
. (E.5)
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Proof of Proposition E.5: Let q “ Qα P B “ r´pi, pis. Recall that Mspqq “ 1
Cs
ř8
m“1
4 sin2pqm{2q
m1`2s for 0 ă s ă 8
and Mspqq “ 1
C8
ř8
m“1 4e
´γm sin2pqm{2q, γ ą 0, for s “ 8. Here, Cs ą 0 is to be determined.
Case 1: Let 1` 2s R N, s ‰ 8. Expand 4 sin2pqm{2q “ 2´ eiqm ´ e´iqm, and note that since |q| ď pi ă 2pi, we
may apply Lemma E.3:
Cs M
spqq “ 4
8ÿ
m“1
sin2pqm{2q
m1`2s
“
8ÿ
m“1
2
m1`2s
´
8ÿ
m“1
eiqm
m1`2s
´
8ÿ
m“1
eiqm
m1`2s
“ 2ζp1` 2sq ´ Li1`2speiqq ´ Li1`2spe´iqq
“ 2ζp1` 2sq ´ Γp´2sqp´iqq2s ´
8ÿ
j“0
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
p´iqqj
´ Γp´2sqpiqq2s ´
8ÿ
j“0
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
piqqj
“ ´Γp´2sq pe´ipis ` eipisq |q|2s ´
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
”
p´iqj ` ij
ı
qj
“ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq |q|2s ` 2
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j . (E.6)
Applying the rescaling q “ Qα gives
MsαpQq “ 1
κspαqM
spQαq “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq
Cs κspαq α
2s |Q|2s `
8ÿ
j“1
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
Cs κspαq p2jq! p´1q
j`1α2j |Q|2j . (E.7)
The series is absolutely convergent on Q “ q{α P “´ pi
α
, pi
α
‰
due to Proposition E.2. Taking Cs “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq,
κspαq “ α2s for s ă 1 and Cs “ ζp2s´ 1q, κspαq “ α2 for s ą 1 gives (E.5) for 1` 2s R N, s ‰ 8.
Case 2: Let 1`2s P N, s ‰ 8. Again expand 4 sin2pqm{2q “ 2´ eiqm´ e´iqm, and note that since |q| ď pi ă 2pi,
we may apply Lemma E.4:
Mspqq “ 4
8ÿ
m“1
sin2pqm{2q
m1`2s
“
8ÿ
m“1
2
m1`2s
`´
8ÿ
m“1
eiqm
m1`2s
´
8ÿ
m“1
eiqm
m1`2s
“ 2ζp1` 2sq ´ Li1`2speiqq ´ Li1`2spe´iqq
“ 2ζp1` 2sq ´ piqq
2s
p2sq!
«
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
´ logp´iqq
ff
´
8ÿ
j“0
j‰2s
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
piqqj
´ p´iqq
2s
p2sq!
«
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
´ logpiqq
ff
´
8ÿ
j“0
j‰2s
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
p´iqqj
“ ´
˜
e´ipis ` eipis
p2sq!
˜
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
¸
´ e
ipis
p2sq!
„
logp|q|q ´ pii
2

´ e
´ipis
p2sq!
„
logp|q|q ` pii
2
¸
|q|2s
´
8ÿ
j“1
j‰2s
ζp1` 2s´ jq
j!
”
p´iqj ` ij
ı
qj
“ 2 cosppisqp2sq!
«
´
˜
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
¸
` logp|q|q
ff
|q|2s ` pi cos ppips´ 1{2qqp2sq! |q|
2s
` 2
8ÿ
j“1
j‰s
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
p2jq! p´1q
j`1 |q|2j . (E.8)
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Applying the rescaling q “ Qα gives
MsαpQq “ 1
κspαqM
spQαq “ 2 cosppisq
Cs κspαq p2sq!
«
´
˜
2sÿ
j“1
1
j
¸
` logpαq ` logp|Q|q
ff
α2s |Q|2s
` pi cos ppips´ 1{2qq
Cs κspαq p2sq! α
2s |Q|2s ` 2
8ÿ
j“1
j‰s
ζp1` 2s´ 2jq
Cs κspαq p2jq! p´1q
j`1α2j |Q|2j . (E.9)
The infinite series is absolutely convergent on Q “ q{α P “´ pi
α
, pi
α
‰
due to Proposition E.2. Let Cs “ ´2Γp´2sq cosppisq,
κspαq “ α2s for s “ 1{2 and Cs “ ζp2s´1q, κspαq “ α2 for s ą 1. For s “ 1, take Cs “ 1 and κspαq “ p´ logpαqq α2.
This gives (E.5) for 1` 2s P N, s ‰ 8.
Remark E.1. Note that one of the first two terms in (E.9) will be zero, depending on whether s P N or
s “ p2k ` 1q{2 for k P N.
Furthermore, in the case where s “ p2k ` 1q{2 for k P N, the series in (E.9) is finite. To see this, observe from
Proposition E.2 that the “trivial zeros” of the zeta function on the real line lie occur at negative even integers. In the
series above, this occurs when 1` 2s´ 2j ď ´2 ùñ j ě s` 3{2.
We also note that for s “ p2k` 1q{2 for k P N, the expansion (E.9) is compatible with the expansion (E.7) where
we assumed that 1` 2s R N. To see this we use Euler’s reflection formula from Proposition E.1 to get, for k P N,
lim
sÑ 2k´1
2
´ 2 Γp´2sq cosppisq “ lim
sÑ 2k´1
2
´2pi cosppisq
sinpr2s` 1spiq Γp2s` 1q “ limsÑ 2k´1
2
2pi cosppisq
sinp2pisq Γp2s` 1q
“ lim
sÑ 2k´1
2
pi
sinppisq Γp2s` 1q “
pi
sin ppipk ´ 1{2qq Γp2kq
“ pip´1q
k`1
p2k ´ 1q! “
pip´1qs´1{2
p2sq!
ˇˇˇˇ
s“ 2k´1
2
. (E.10)
Case 3: Finally, let s “ 8. We have Mspqq “ 1
C8
ř8
m“1 4e
´γm sin2pqm{2q, γ ą 0 and q P r´pi, pis. Note that
B4q sin2pqm{2q “ ´ 12 m4 cospqmq. Expanding about q “ 0, Taylor’s Theorem implies that there exists z P r´pi, pis
such that 4 sin2pqm{2q “ m2 |q|2 ´ 2 m4 cospzmq |q|4. on q P r´pi, pis. In turn,
Mspqq “ 1
C8
8ÿ
m“1
4e´γm sin2pqm{2q “ 1
Cs
8ÿ
m“1
m2 e´γm |q|2 ´ 2
Cs
8ÿ
m“1
m4 cospzmq |q|4. (E.11)
Therefore, for Q P “´ pi
α
, pi
α
‰
and MsαpQq “ 1κspαqMspQαq,
MsαpQq “ 1
Cs κspαq
˜ 8ÿ
m“1
m2 e´γm
¸
α2 |Q|2 ´ 2
Cs κspαq
8ÿ
m“1
m4 cospzmq e´γm α4 |Q|4. (E.12)
Observe that ˜ 8ÿ
m“1
m2 e´γm
¸
“ exppγqpexppγq ` 1qpexppγq ´ 1q3 “ C8,ˇˇˇˇ 8ÿ
m“1
m4 cospzmq e´γm
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
m“1
m4 e´γm À 1. (E.13)
Taking κspαq “ α2 gives (E.5) for s “ 8. This completes the proof of Proposition E.5. l
Appendix F. Exponential decay of solitary waves in Fourier space. We are interested in bounding
solutions to the following two equations:
1. The Fourier transform of continuum FNLS for d “ 1, 2, 3 and frequency ω “ ´1, (2.2)
“
1` |Q|2p‰ rψpQq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2d rψ ˚ rψ ˚ rψpQq “ 0, Q P Rd. (F.1)
Here, K “ 1, C1 ” ´p1{2piq2d, τ1 ” 0, A ” Rd, and MpQq ” |Q|2p.
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2. The rescaled Fourier transform of DNLS localized to the Brillouin zone for d “ 1, (4.9):
r1`MsαpQqs pΦpQq ´ χBα pQq
4pi2
1ÿ
m“´1
e2piiσm pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦpQ´ 2mpi{αq “ 0, Q P R. (F.2)
Here, K “ 3, Ck ” p´1{4pi2qe2piiσmk for mk P t´1, 0, 1u, τk ” 2mkpi{α, A ” Bα , and MpQq ” MsαpQq “
4
κspαq
ř8
m“1
sin2pQmα{2q
m1`2s .
In this section, we prove the exponential decay of solutions to an equation of the general form,
r1`MpQqs ΦpQq ` χApqq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck Φ ˚ Φ ˚ ΦpQ` τkq “ 0. (F.3)
where 0 ă η ď 1, K ě 1 is an integer, and Ck P R, τk P Rd are constants for 1 ď k ď K, A Ă Rd and MpQq is a
continuous function which satisfies, for some constants 0 ă η ď 1 and DM ą 0,
|Q|η
1`MpQq ď DM , and |Q| ď |Q` τk|, for Q P A. (F.4)
We obtain the exponential decay
}eµ|Q|ηΦpQq}L2,apRd
Q
q À }Φ}L2,apRdq, µ ą 0. (F.5)
We follow an approach similar to that given in [12] and motivated by the approach to proving exponential decay
estimates in [5]. In particular, we make use of the following identity.
Lemma F.1. (Abel’s identity [41]) For any constants c1, c2 ‰ 0, we have
yÿ
x“0
ˆ
y
x
˙
px` c1qx´1 py ´ x` c2qy´x´1 “ c1 ` c2
c1c2
py ` c1 ` c2qy´1. (F.6)
Remark F.1. We use }fg}HapRdq À }f}HapRdq }f}HapRdq since we seek to show }yΦoff ´ yΦon}L2pBq À }yΦoff ´yΦon}L2,apRdq. In [12], Frank et. al. obtain the equivalent result in L1pRq using Young’s inequality: }f1 ˚ f2}L1pRq ď
}f1}L1pRq }f2}L1pRq. We may also perform our analysis in L1pRq.
We seek to show ΦpQq „ e´µ|Q|η , Q P Rd, µ ą 0. To prove this, we will estimate the moments of Φ, given by
|Q|jηΦpqq, j P N, inductively in L2,apRdq, and then use these estimates to bound the Taylor expansion of eµ|Q| for an
appropriate choice of C ą 0.
Lemma F.2. Let a ą d{2, 0 ă η ď 1, K ě 1 be an integer, and Ck P R, τk P Rd be constants for 1 ď k ď K. Let
A Ă Rd and MpQq ě 0 be a continuous function which satisfy, for some constant DM ą 0,
|Q|η
1`MpQq ď DM , and |Q| ď |Q` τk|, for Q P A. (F.7)
Let Φ P L2,apRdq be the solution to
r1`MpQqs ΦpQq ` χApQq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck Φ ˚ Φ ˚ Φpq ` τkq “ 0. (F.8)
Then there exists a constant µ “ µ `}Φ}L2,apRdq˘ ą 0 such that›››eµ|Q|η ΦpQq›››
L2,apRd
Q
q
À }Φ}L2,apRdq . (F.9)
Proof of Lemma F.2: Our strategy is to estimate the moments |Q|jη ΦpQq, j ě 0. Observe that by Taylor expansion,
for any µ ą 0, ›››eµ|Q|η ΦpQq›››
L2,apRd
Q
q
ď
8ÿ
j“0
››››µjj! |Q|jη ΦpQq
››››
L2,apRd
Q
q
. (F.10)
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We then have the following proposition.
Proposition F.3. There exists a constant b “ b
´
}Φ}L2,apRdq
¯
ą 0 such that Φ P L2,apRdq satisfies the estimates
››› |Q|jη ΦpQq ›››
L2,apRd
Q
q
ď bj p2j ` 1qj´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq , j P N, j ě 0. (F.11)
The proof of Proposition F.3 is found below. By Proposition F.3 and (F.10), for any µ ą 0,
›››eµ|Q|η ΦpQq›››
L2,apRd
Q
q
ď }Φ}L2,apRdq
8ÿ
j“0
Aj , (F.12)
where Aj ” µjj! bj p2j ` 1qj´1, and µ is to be determined so that the sum converges. The ratio test gives
lim
jÑ8
Aj`1
Aj
“ lim
jÑ8
b µ p2j ` 3qj
pj ` 1q p2j ` 1qj´1 “ 2bµe. (F.13)
If µ ă 1
2eb
´
}Φ}
L2,apRq
¯ , (F.12) is convergent, completing the proof of Lemma F.2. l
Proof of Proposition F.3: Rewrite equation (F.8) as
ΦpQq “ χApQq
1`MpQq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck Φ ˚ Φ ˚ ΦpQ` τkq. (F.14)
We prove (F.11) by induction. Define
W pQq ” Φ ˚ ΦpQq. (F.15)
Let m ě 1 and multiply equation (F.14) by |Q|mη to get
|Q|mη ΦpQq “ χApQq |Q|
mη
1`MpQq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck W ˚ ΦpQ` τkq. (F.16)
Note that (F.11) holds trivially for j “ 0 if we choose b ą 0. Now assume, for all 0 ď j ď m´1, that there exists
a constant b ą 0 such that (F.11) holds. We will prove that (F.11) holds for j “ m.
Observe that by (F.7),
χApQq |Q|mη
1`MpQq ď |Q|
pm´1qη χApQq |Q|η
1`MpQq “ |Q|
pm´1qη χApQq DM ď DM |Q` τk|pm´1qη. (F.17)
Next, by Lemma A.1 and | rQ|m´1 ď řm´1l“0 ˆ m´ 1l
˙
| rQ´ ξ|l |ξ|m´l´1,
| rQ|pm´1qη ď m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙η
| rQ´ ζ|lη |ζ|pm´l´1qη ď m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
| rQ´ ζ|lη |ζ|pm´l´1qη. (F.18)
Combining (F.18) (for rQ ” Q` τk) with (F.16) and (F.17), we have
|Q|mη |ΦpQq| ď DM
Kÿ
k“1
|Ck| |Q` τk|pm´1qη
ˇˇˇ ˆ
Rd
W pQ` τk ´ ξqΦpξqdξ
ˇˇˇ
ď DM
Kÿ
k“1
|Ck|
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙ ´
|ξ|lη |W |
¯
˚ξ
´
|ξ|pm´l´1qη |Φ|
¯
pQ` τkq, (F.19)
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and therefore by the inductive hypothesis (F.11) (which holds for 0 ď m´ l ´ 1 ď m´ 1), we have
} |Q|mη ΦpQq }L2,apRd
Q
q
ď K Da DM max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙ ›››|ξ|lη W pξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
›››|ξ|pm´l´1qη Φpξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
ď K Da DM max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
b1 b
m´l´1
2 r2pm´ l ´ 1q ` 1sm´l´2
¨
›››|ξ|lη W pξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
}Φ}L2,apRdq . (F.20)
Next, we must estimate |ξ|lη W pξq. Equations (F.15) and (F.18) give
|ξ|lη |W pξq| ď
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙ ´
|ζ|kη|Φ|
¯
˚ζ
´
|ζ|pl´kqη |Φ|
¯
pξq, (F.21)
which in turn gives, by the inductive hypothesis (F.11) (for 0 ď k ď l ď m ´ 1 and 0 ď l ´ k ď m ´ 1) and Abel’s
identity F.1, ›››|ξ|lη W pξq›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
ď Da
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙ ›››|ζ|kη Φpζq›››
L2,apRd
ζ
q
›››|ζ|pl´kqη Φpζq›››
L2,apRd
ζ
q
ď Da
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
bk bl´k p2k ` 1qk´1 r2pl ´ kq ` 1sl´k´1 }Φ}2L2,apRdq
“ Da }Φ}2L2,apRdq bl
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
p2k ` 1qk´1 r2pl ´ kq ` 1sl´k´1
“ Da }Φ}2L2,apRdq bl 2l´2
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
pk ` 1{2qk´1 rl ´ k ` 1{2sl´k´1
“ Da }Φ}2L2,apRdq bl 2l pl ` 1ql´1 “ 2 Da bl }Φ}2L2,apRdq p2l ` 2ql´1. (F.22)
Combining (F.22) with (F.20), along with Abel’s identity again, gives
} |Q|mη ΦpQq }L2,apRd
Q
q ď 2 K DM D2a maxk“1,...,Kt|Ck|u }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq
¨
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
bm´l´1 bl2 p2l ` 2ql´1 r2pm´ l ´ 1q ` 1sm´l´2
“ 2 K DM D2a max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 2m´3
¨
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
pl ` 1ql´1 rpm´ l ´ 1q ` 1{2sm´l´2
“ 2 K DM D2a max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 2m´3 3 pm´ 1` 3{2qm´2
“ 3 K DM D2a max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 p2m` 1qm´2. (F.23)
To complete the proof that (F.11) is satisfied for j “ m ě 1, we need to show that this quantity is bounded by
bm p2m` 1qm´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq . It will then follow that
}|Q|mη Φpqq}L2,apRd
Q
q ď bmp2m` 1qm´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq . (F.24)
Condition (F.24) is satisfied it for any m ě 1, b2, dependent on }Φ}L2,apRdq, satisfies
3 K DM D
2
a max
k“1,...,Kt|Ck|u }Φ}
2
L2,apRdq ď b p2m` 1q, @m ě 1. (F.25)
It suffices to satisfy (F.25) for m “ 1 by choosing b ą 0 sufficiently large. Recall that b ą 0 satisfies (F.11) trivially
for j “ 0. This completes the proof of Proposition F.3. l
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